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CHAIR KANE: " .(gavel). .. I would like to call to order the Council's Budget and Finance
Committee meeting for October 4t\ 2005. Members, for the record we have the
Vice-Chair of the Committee, Mr. Hokama, present; as well as Members Anderson,
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Mateo, Molina, Pontanilla, Tavares, and Carroll. Members, we have two items on this
afternoon's agenda. We have Budget and Finance Item Number 43, which is the first
item on the agenda, grant funds from the State and amending the Fiscal Year 2006
Budget, Department of Public Works and Environmental Management, repair and
maintenance of roads; as well as the second item... Budget Finance Item Number 37,
residency requirements for real property tax homeowner's exemption. Members, the
Chair's intent is to move in the order of the items presented on your calendar this
afternoon. First, what I'd like to do is provide opportunity for public testimony. We do
have one person signed up to testify at this time. Uh...just so we are clear, if you do
have a cell phone or a pager, we ask that you tum it to the off or to the silent mode--that
way we can avoid unnecessary interruptions to the meeting. Those of you signed up to
testify, we'll provide you with three minutes and another minute to conclude. And please
hang on, we'll see if we have any questions for you and...we'll, we'll ask at that point in
time. Please state your name for the record. If you represent an organization, we'd like
to know that. And I, I repeat, at the beginning of your testimony, just repeat, say your
name so that we have you on record for your comments. With that, I'd like to invite
Mr. Buck Joiner with his comments. And I believe Mr. Joiner has provided us with
written testimony that you should have on your desk this afternoon. Good afternoon,
Mr. Joiner.
. . .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
MR. JOINER: Good afternoon, Chairman Kane. Aloha ka kou. My name is Buck Joiner, and
I'm testifying as an individual and long-time resident of...Maui. And I'm here to help. I
have provided you with some written testimony relative to Budget and Finance Item
Number 37. This originates from .. .long, long time ago when I was pushing for. .. some
definition for homeowners and...the fact that many people on the island who ... own
properties are claiming homeowner deductions and they do not really qualify as
homeowners. And I pushed that through several Administration and three Finance
Directors, Budget and Finance ...Department Directors. Um ... you'll recall that I talked
about the ... condominium owners as being probably the highest percentage of violators.
And I. .. estimated that at 25 percent. Wes Lo and Dennis Ichikawa had... said it was
I percent. And as it turned out, after they completed that, I was found that I was in error.
I was way low. So it was much higher than that. Okay. So now we wanna move
into ... this is a, an attempt to, to clarify what constitutes a homeowner and
establish... some penalties associated with it. And I think it's, it's an excellent start, but
it needs a whole lot of work. So if, if you follow in my letter there, the first sentence, on
3.48.425.D addresses a failure to make a report. Wherein, the real problem associated
with this homeowner thing is people that are falsely claiming. Okay, it's not a failure to
report. It's a false claim. And so this needs to address that. The pro ... proposed amount
of the penalty is 200 dollars. Now if a person is to lie on their property tax exemption
and claim that they are a homeowner, the up side is they're gonna save thousands of
dollars. If they get caught, there's a 200 dollar penalty? Please. This is not a deterrent.
There needs to be a much greater deterrent to ensure that people actually comply with
this. Um ... as I read through this, it appears that this is only a single-year... you know, it
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applies to just the current year rather than back, the past years. And I'm not real clear on
that. Maybe there's some lawyers need to look at that from the legalese standpoint. But
it needs to be able to go back to find violations in past years. At this time, homeowner,
homeowner status is a once-per-lifetime declaration at the Property Tax Office. You just
do that one time and then that. .. that's it forever. In reality, people's situations change
with marriage, divorce, death, illness, changes in jobs and other reasons. Any of these
can have an impact on whether you are a homeowner or not. And when something like
this happens, it's usually a traumatic situation and the people involved are not necessarily
going to be thinking about, gee, I need to change my homeowner's status. Therefore, I
would like to ask that the Property Tax Office actually do ... a, a follow-up at least every
five years wherein a person is required to dis ...to state a declaration of property use.
And this will catch a lot of those people that, where situations change, but it's not just on
their, in the front of their mind to, to make that update.
MR. TAGUCHI: Three minutes.
MR. JOINER: Urn... Section 3.4S.450.B.2 ... says that the ...tax exemption should not be
allowed on more than one home. I want to modify that by adding in "as defined by a
single tax map key for anyone taxpayer". Now the reason I wanna put that in there is
because we had a situation here a couple of years ago where Corporation Counsel
actually changed the law by interpreting that to mean a home but excluding an 'ohana.
We finally--that was in the ... property tax Circuit Breaker. And we finally got around to
fixing that. But I wanna make it clear up front that this exemption applies to the
property... okay, as defined as a single tax map key. I'm very much afraid that
Corporation Counsel may come back and try to do multiple tax ... uh .. .liens or tax rates
on one piece of property. And we just simple can't tolerate that. If that should happen,
then I am going to go for every ... (inaudible) . .. place where I have a mango tree-MR. TAGUCHI: Four minutes.
MR. JOINER: --an avocado tree, star fruit, and I'm going to call for Ag zoning on that,
everything were I have grass. Parking lot is going to be Open Space. And then, I have a
gully that I can't do anything with. And that is going to be some kind of an
environmental preserve, you know. And I have five different classifications on my
property. So-CHAIR KANE: Mr. Buck, I'm sorry--Mr. Joiner, excuse me. You've reached, passed four
minutes already. So-MR. JOINER: Okay.
CHAIR KANE: We have your comments in writing, but I'm sure we have questions for you
'cause I know you have a lot of detailed information here that you took the time to
provide for us. So I'll go ahead and entertain questions at this time. Ms. Anderson?
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, Mr. Chair,
Mr. Joiner .. . (laughter) . .. Sorry, Buck.

III

that Mr. Buck .. . (laughter). ..

CHAIR KANE: Mr. Buck Joiner. There you go.
ALL: .. .{laughter} . ..
CHAIR KANE: It's a good cover .. .(laughter) . ..
MR. JOINER: Close enough, good enough. Thanks .. .(laughter) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: You know, in that he has put a lot of effort into this and
that he is the only one here testifying today, I would beg your indulgence and let him
continue. Otherwise, I'll ask him a question about everything on here.
CHAIR KANE: Urn... the Chair's gonna hesitate on that, Ms. Anderson, and prefer
that. ..Mr. Joiner is here as a reference--unless he feels that he, he can't stay for the
proceedings. I'd prefer that he be a reference, and if there are questions during this
discussion that needs clarification--again, it's in writing ...
MR. JOINER: Yeah.
CHAIR KANE: .. , I mean, he's just reiterating what he's saying. And I know he's giving
backup justification, but I don't know if it's necessary for us to stretch on rules that we
present for everybody to have a fair shot at giving us testimony. So I would ask you,
Member Anderson, instead of trying to circumvent the process that we've put forward in
providing everybody with a fair amount of time .. .if you do have questions, specific
questions on the testimony, but I will not allow us to continue walking through everyone
step-by-step. If there's specific ones that you'd like to get clarification on, things like
that, I have no problem with that because it is written testimony and...recognizing
questions to clarify that. There's no problem with that.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Okay. I, Ijust ...
. . . (laughter) . .. I don't think I was trying to circumvent, you know, the process.

CHAIR KANE: Well, you, you stated-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: The process is ...the process ... Mr. Chair, is .. .is flexible
according to each Chair of each Committee. And since he is the only one here, it's not
going to be unfair to anyone else. But I respect ...
. . .your decision. You're the Chair. So I would like to ask Mr. Buck. .. on item 8 ...
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· .. can you clarify--it says the requirement calls for residency in the County, but not
necessarily at the property. And I think that that's an important point.
MR. JOINER: Very much so. And it's .. .it's, it's ... an issue that I. ..bring out several times in
here that some of the requirements for residency that are included only require a County,
whereas for the homeowner situation, you should actually require residency of that
specific piece of property. Urn ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So in other words, do you know of instances where ...
· .. somebody may own several different properties-MR. JOINER: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --and as long as they're, they are residing in the County on
one of those properties, this could be interpreted to mean that all of their properties could
be exempt?
MR. JOINER: No, I think that there's sufficient provisions in there to .. .later on where it says
"one property only", that. .. you know, it applies only to one property. But as you were,
if you were to read it as proposed, I could have two properties. I could live in a small
property, rent out a million dollar property, and yet claim homeowner's exemption on-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: The million-dollar home.
MR. JOINER: --the expense, on the expensive one. Okay? And that's why I clarify in here
several times that the residency must be on the property, that you have to live actually on
that property. There is .. .I, I'm sorry that Mr. Kane has ...
· .. desires to exclude testimony or, or limit it. There's one other thing that I would like
to ... uh ...
· .. have you discuss seriously--which is the time requirement. Right now, the proposal
is for 270 days. And that amounts to 74 percent of the year. I'm not sure that that is
necessarily defensible in court. It, it seems to be somewhat arbor, arbitrary, the 270 days.
I suppose you have the right to fix it wherever you want it, but in reality if someone were
to buy a piece of property and move in on April 15 th , they would not be eligible for a
homeowners exemption because they're only here for 265 days. So there ... and, and I'm
sorry, Mr. Kane, but I don't believe that my, my writing is good enough that it is always
self-explanatory. I wish it was, but I don't think it is.
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Buck, again, the Chair has provided you the opportunity to be a resource to
this Committee in the event that there are specific questions related to your written
testimony.
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MR. JOINER: Okay.
CHAIR KANE: And I have not limited your testimony. We gave you exactly the amount of
time that every other person in this County is provided at that podium So, I'm sorry that
you misinterpret what rules that have been adopted by this Council, but. .. the, there's
always a process if this body feels that I'm being unfair in the ruling, then there is an
appeal process. And the Chair does not take that as well personally. So if the body feels
that what I'm suggesting as the ruling is unfair, then by all means, this body has that
authority to overrule.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair, can I finish my questions?
CHAIR KANE: Ms. Anderson?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you. Uh... Mr. Joiner, are you gonna be able to
stay around for awhile?
MR. JOINER: Um.. .I can hang in here for a little while. Um ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you.
MR. JOINER: Yeah. Yeah.
NOTE:

Silence.

CHAIR KANE: .,. Any further questions, Ms. Anderson?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: No, I'll yield. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Buck, thank you for being .. . {laughter} . .. very
comprehensive in the way you've gone through this draft. One of the questions that I
have, and that was specifically about the last item that you're talking about when you
ended your testimony. And that was where you're looking at one tax map key for the
whole property, and then whatever is on that--in some situations, what we're getting is
under the Ag Bill .. .{laughter} . .. we're having a few problems because you've got your
primary dwelling and then they, in some instances, people have formed ... a
condominium association...where it actually, it's all the same tax map key, but they've
built a secondary residence ... totally unrelated people. How would you treat that
situation using--'cause it's all one tax map key--how would that not have an unintended
consequence of helping people who, I think, are ... abusing the purpose and intent of
HRS 205 in the first place?
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MR. JOINER: Yeah. I would, I would say that the ... probably the best way to do that would be
to tighten up the definition of. .. Agricultural zoning and what is allowed on that. And
make that the definitive guide rather than trying to do it through here. The potential is to
harm a great many people in an effort to try and catch the very few. So I think that
perhaps tightening up the, the definition of what is allowed would be more appropriate on
the ag stuff. And that is a real bucket of worms ... (laughter) . .. It's a toughie.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, and... and, and along those lines, do you think one
possible solution might be to say that within the body of this particular
ordinance--because it may take us awhile to fix the Ag Bill, you know, issues, 'cause
that's been... you know, hanging around for a long time--would you say it might
be ...handled that we ...we put a statement in that said in, in the case of a
condominiumization of a particular property that. .. you know, and where it's on Ag land
and there are, you know, two parties living on it that are unrelated-MR. JOINER: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --that that would be not applicable in this case?
MR. JOINER: It, I, I, I think that that might be an approach... to, to include in, in these words,
it also applies to other classifications--

if

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
MR. JOINER: --in other words, if there's somebody that's doing this ... some other way that is
affected so that it goes across several classifications, then that would... tend to be a, you
know, a good catchall. I ...
. . . there are some things that may come up later on .. .if we ever do the ... the _ _ __
concept where you have a store on the first floor, offices on the second-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: .. . (inaudible). ..
MR. JOINER: --and a residence on the third floor. How do you do that if it's one tax map key?
You know, I, I have no idea .. .(laughter) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh.. .I, I appreciate that.
MR. JOINER: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And I know you're not an attorney, so I'm probably kind of
putting you on the spot. And I apologize for that.
MR. JOINER: No, no, that's okay.
questions.

You know, it's a good rhetorical, it was good, good
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Thanks very much.
CHAIR KANE: Any further questions? Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair. On Item 10, I know that the proposed
bill note that five areas ...that they need to ... be required, you know, to have
homeowner's exemption. And I look at yours. You, you have a whole bunch.
Urn ... you know, even going down to automobile vehicle registration showing
residence ...residency address. Could you expound on the ones that are not included in
the ordinance that is being proposed this afternoon?
MR. JOINER: Actually, as I have stated...um .. .I don't believe any of them are included in the
ordinance as proposed. The biggest difference is that in each instance I have included "at
the stated residency address". In other words .. .it, it is necessary to prove that you live in
that particular house, whereas the ordinance as proposed. ..just says you have to be
within the County. And, again as I say, you could have mUltiple homes, live in a lesser
one and claim a much larger property as an exemption. So therefore, that's why I'm
trying to put in all of these others and make them specific for that property for which you
are applying for homeowner exemption.
NOTE:

Silence.

MR. JOINER: ... And in the .. .I got these by actually putting in a global search on... on the
internet and .. .1ooking for. .. residency requirements. You know, and putting that in
quotes and then what do other States require for school, for educate ... driver's license,
for hunting license, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera. And I kind of complied it all together
and sifted it to come up with this list of items.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further questions? Ms. Anderson?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. Buck, you said earlier in your
testimony that. .. you, you had estimated that. .. homeowner exemption was being
misused by about 25 percent. And then you said it came out higher. What, what, what is
that number?
MR. JOINER: Okay, actually, that was just with respect to condominium owners. It wasn't, did
not apply to homeowners. The violation in, in actual--excuse me, in residential houses,
homes is going to be less than in condominiums. But it actually came out to, I believe it
was 29 percent. ..with quite a number not reporting back. Urn... Mister, I see that
Keith Regan is here, and he would be delighted to ... (laughter) . .. expound on that
.. .(laughter) . ..
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, we'll ask him. Thank you very much.
MR. JOINER: Yeah.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further questions for Mr. Buck Joiner?
... I have a question, Mr. Joiner. I guess right on the front on...the first page of the
proposed bill, under Section 2, under 3.48.450, it reads: home standard or standards for
valuation. And letter "A" reads: real property owned and occupied only as a principle
home. Wouldn't that. .. cover what you're putting or making a point on the stated
residency address?
MR. JOINER: Could you give me that reference again, please?
CHAIR KANE: Sure.
MR. JOINER: This is on the original-CHAIR KANE: Yeah, the original proposal, Mister-MR. JOINER: Yeah.
CHAIR KANE: --Joiner. On the first page ofthat-MR. JOINER: Right.
CHAIR KANE: --on the first. . .in Section Number 2, which is about half-way down-MR. JOINER: Right.
CHAIR KANE: --the proposal. And if you read where the bold numbers and letters are,
3.48.450, and it has homes, bracketed, capital word "standards" and replaced with small
word "standards" for valuation-MR. JOINER: Yeah. Uh-huh.
CHAIR KANE: --and then in letter "A", the first sentence reads: real property owned and
occupied only as a principle home. Wouldn't that cover what you're making a point of
"stated residence address"?
MR. JOINER: Uh, yes ... except that it, it clarifies it and, and, and puts more of a...requirement
element as to what is a, how do you actually define that. One of the problems that I have
in the proposed language is that it talks about the intent to occupy a home. That would
be over on the second page .. .in the underlined section of the original proposal,
Section "D". And it talks about the intent to reside. And I guess what I am trying to do
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is to lock that in a little tighter rather than just saying just intent, but actual performance,
you know, and proof of that. Because it would be easy to say, well, gosh, I intended to,
but you know, I didn't get around to it. And I know this, I know of somebody that's
actually in that situation--they intended to, but they didn't. And now they've had
homeowner's exemption for 10 years and they don't live here.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Thank you for-MR. JOINER: Yeah.
CHAIR KANE: --pointing out your ... the distinction that you wanna make with that. Members,
any final questions?
... Hearing none, Mr. Joiner, thank you very much. And-MR. JOINER: You're welcome.
CHAIR KANE: --if you can hang out, I'm gonna ask the body if they would like to
consider...because you are being offered as a resource, to adjust the calendar and take
this item up first. Members, are there any objections? Would you like to move or you
wannajust remain the same?
COUNCILMEMBER _ _ : No objection.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: No objection.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: No objection.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No objections.
CHAIR KANE: Mayor Arakawa? I'm sorry.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: '" Just. . .I do have, have a appointment that I made time to come here
first, and then I have further appointments this afternoon. So if you're going to have this,
I have to call upstairs to adjust my schedule as well.
MR. JOINER: I, I can wait.
CHAIR KANE: Okay-MR. JOINER: I will. .. defer to the Mayor.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you-MR. JOINER: As if! had a choice .. .(laughter) . ..
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CHAIR KANE: --Mr. Joiner.
ALL: ... (laughter) . ..
CHAIR KANE: So, Members-ALL: .. . (laughter) . ..
CHAIR KANE: ... Members, we'll go ahead and remain with our intentions on moving with
the agenda as posted. Is there anybody else signed up to testify, Staff?
MS. SAKAMOTO: No, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR KANE: And if there's anybody here in the room that would like to testify that hasn't
already done so?
... Seeing none, Members, without objections we'll go ahead and close testimony for
today's agenda items.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No objections.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you very much .
. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..

CHAIR KANE: Okay, Members, if you can, please direct your attention to Budget and Finance
Item Number 43.
ITEM NO. 43:

GRANT FUNDS FROM THE STATE; AND AMENDING IT 2006
DEPARTMENT
OF
PUBLIC
WORKS
AND
BUDGET,
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (REP AIR AND MAINTENANCE OF
ROADS) (C.C. No. 05-275)

CHAIR KANE: The Committee has .. .in its possession a proposed resolution authorizing the
acceptance of a grant of funds from the State of Hawaii for the repair and maintenance of
roads in the County of Maui. And the purpose of the proposed resolution is to authorize
the acceptance of the grant funds. We also have a proposed bill entitled: a bill for an
ordinance amending Appendix A of the Fiscal Year '06 Budget for the County of Maui
as it pertains to the Department of Public Works and Environmental Management. And
the proposed, purpose of this proposed bill is to add...the State of Hawaii County Road
Improvement Grant. .. appropriated through Act 178 in the amount of 200 ... 2 million
dollars, excuse me, to Appendix A. With us this afternoon--and forgive me ... for the
record, we do have Ms. Johnson available this afternoon with us. Good afternoon,
Ms. Johnson. We have ... our Deputy Director of Public Works, as well as ...Mayor. I'm
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sorry, Mayor, we didn't know that you were gonna be here. But if you'd like to provide
some opening remarks prior to me recognizing your Deputy.. .I'll provide you an
opportunity to do so.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman, I'm gonna speak to this issue, representing the County.
The Deputy is backup for me.
CHAIR KANE: ... You have the floor, Mayor.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Thank you very much. Chair, the bill that we sent down, this was
transmitted, bill ... proposed, amending Ordinance Number 3289, Bill Number 45,
Draft 1, as amended, Appendix A, Part 1, Grant Revenue, schedule for the grants by
department and program for Fiscal Year 2006, as it pertains to the Department of Public
Works and EnvironmentaL .. Environmental Management. The purpose of this bill is to
add a new grant called State of Hawaii County Road Improvements Grant in the amount
of 2 million dollars. These funds were appropriated through Act 178, Sessions [sic] Law
of Hawaii 2005 from the State of Hawaii for the repair and maintenance of road .. .in the
County of Maui. We have, accompanying this proposal, proposed bill as in the proposed
resolution entitled: authorizing acceptance of grant of funds from the State of Hawaii for
the repair and maintenance of the road in the County of Maui. My understanding is that
today this is what we will be discussing--and it is the acceptance of 2 million dollars of
State funding to be able to put that to the appropriate funds within the Department of
Public Works and Environmental Management. Okay.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Mayor. Members, any questions to the Mayor's opening remarks?
... Ms. Anderson?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Is there any time limitation on these funds? Can, if, if
they're not spent within this Fiscal Year, can they just accrue for the same purpose next
year?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: I believe this is a State grant. So they, usually State grants have a
limitation on how soon that they can--just like your budget has a fiscal year, the State
also has a fiscal year.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Is that in the resolution? Or where could we find that?
Maybe ...Ms. Villarosa could answer that.
NOTE:

Silence.

MAYOR ARAKAWA: .. .(inaudible) . .. State grant. It's a regular appropriation.
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MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: ... Mr. Chair? The resolution does have the appropriation warrant
attached to it, that's documentation that we received from the State. I don't believe .. .it
actually says on the warrant. It probably is more of a general. . .I guess time limitation.
... Oh ...
. . . there's a lapse date on here. Urn, let's see ... for the 2 million dollar grant,
June 30 th •• .2006. But I'm not sure if that means that. .. the County has to accept it by
that date or if we have to spend it by that. ..by that date, if we have to-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Or encumber it?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: --encumber the funds by that. You know, I'm not. .. that part I'm
not sure about. That, that would depend on the State's ... you know ... yeah ...
. . . I don't know if-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I guess we'd wanna find that out, Mr. Chair, to make sure
that these funds get spent or at least encumbered.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Do you know? ... (inaudible). ..
MAYOR ARAKAWA: ... (inaudible) . .. to encumber it.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: .. .(inaudible). ..
MAYOR ARAKAWA: I think we just have to encumber.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: 'Cause this is a nice chunk of dough.
CHAIR KANE: I'm sorry, and you folks wanted to-MAYOR ARAKAWA: .. .(inaudible) . ..
CHAIR KANE: --provide some official comment? I know you, there's a lot of talking, sidebar.
So I just wanted to find out if you folks wanted to have a, an official response to the
question.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: I, I asked... Mike ...Miyamoto if he knew offhand whether or not
the funds had to be, you know encumbered by June 30th or just accepted by June 30th •
And he wasn't sure. So-CHAIR KANE: Okay.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: --I think we're gonna have to look into that.
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CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further questions, Ms. Anderson?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: No. I just would like to know that. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further questions at this point? Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair.
. . . In accepting this 2 million dollars, do we need the County provide any matching

funds to this?
NOTE:

Silence.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: ... {inaudible} . ..
MAYOR ARAKAWA: ... This is a State grant. I don't believe this is County matching funds.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
Okay.
And the, the monies that are
earmarked.. .1ooking at the write up, it's strictly for. .. rep air and maintenance of road?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: ... Yes, Mr. Pontanilla. Actually, if you would ...we, we sent down a
memo to you... explaining where this money would be placed... 300,000 for Hana
District resurfacing; 300,000 for Paia-Haiku District resurfacing; 500,000 for
Makawao-Pukalani-Kula District resurfacing; 600,000 for Wailuku-Kahului District
resurfacing; 300,000 for Kihei-Makena District resurfacing. However... to be perfectly
honest with you and, and in full disc1osure--even though this is not a topic of discussion
for today, as I understand by your agenda--we do intend to remove an equal amount of
money and come before you for our gas tax holiday with these, with the funds from the
County.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So the removal of 2 million dollars would come from the
Highway Funds?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Well, I'm not going to get into the discussion today because it's not part
of the agenda. But I would be perfectly willing to discuss it if. .. Chair would allow us.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: I believe it's relevant. I mean, the request is being made and specifically being
withdrawn from this area. So I think the ...the matter is open for discussion,
Mr. Pontanilla-COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Fine. Thank you.
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CHAIR KANE: --so you can proceed with your questions and the Mayor can respond.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Okay, Councilmember Pontanilla, we believe that by putting these
funds into these directly, we will be accepting the State funds in the appropriate manner.
The discussion of the gas tax holiday, we will be sending down are .. .ifyou accept the
money--and this is why we're waiting for you to accept the money--if you accept the
money, we will be sending down an appropriate adjustment to the, the budget, or we
intend to send down appropriate adjustment to the budget to be able to fund the gas tax
holiday.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any... sorry, Mr. Molina, followed by Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Thank you, Chairman. Just for further clarification, the
funds ... from the State didn't place any restrictions as to it being used for State repair
work as well, this is just strictly County roads, so we have a lot of flexibility there?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Right. We believe that where we have located the funds is appropriate
as the State ... (end aftape, start lB) . ..
CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Mr. Molina. Ms. Tavares, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
Yeah, I just wondering if...when you receive this
notification, is that all that carne, was this page that's the chart? Was there a letter from
anyone from the State?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: This is all I'm aware of. Basically, they just send us a communication
telling us that this money has been appropriated so that we can accept it, or we can bring
it to this body to accept the money.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. So there was no other-MAYOR ARAKAWA: What you see is what we got.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Oh, okay .. .(laughter) . .. just an appropriation warrant.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ... (laughter) . .. Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE:
Any further questions?
Ms. Anderson, go ahead.
NOTE:

Chair has a few questions, but I'll yield.

Silence.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: ... (inaudible) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ... (laughter) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
I'm just wondering if there's a reason ...this
was ...received by the County July 8th • Was there any particular reason why it's taken
three months to come to the Council?
CHAIR KANE: Uh, Ms ... Ms. Anderson, before...we provide-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh, I see, it came in September.
CHAIR KANE: Yeah, actually, this request came to us via communication dated August 22nd ,
signed off by Mayor August 24th , and received by Council on August 25 tt, and it was sent
to Committee via County Communication on the September 2nd meeting of the Council.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Okay? Any further questions, Members? Yes, Member Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Mayor, with the amounts for the different, you
know, let's say the allocations that you've given us on your letter of October 3rd , then ...
. . . how WOUld, would that be a reappropriation? I, I'm kind of unclear about how this
would actually come out at the end. You know, if you're increasing by 300,000, let's
say, the Hana budget. .. would that be an increase in their total budget or then would you
be removing that from their total budget ... (laughter) . .. I, I'm just unclear in my mind
how this would play out on the numbers.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Okay. Let, let me explain. First of all, we are dealing with several
hypothetical situations. One is, first, that the Council must accept the funds. If you
accept the funds, these, what we are telling you is where we plan to appropriate the funds
to. So this will be included in the budget in that area. And we are also telling you that
we would be sending you a request to consider removal of those funds. It is the
Council's option to say "yes" or "no" to that. So hypothetically, if you were to agree
with us, then this amount of money would come out from the current funds. So you
would have, essentially, a doubling effect, and then a removal of that to get it back to
where it was.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So-MAYOR ARAKAWA: But this ... this is, again ... based on an assumption if the Council were
to agree with this idea or not. If not, the funding would be in each of these districts at
this level.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Right. So what you would be doing, then, is you know, just
making one side of the assumption that, okay, if you accept the money, this is where we
would use it.
. . . The Council could always say if there was another memorandum sent down with
regard to the removal of these funds--which would, in essence, be a wash--we may not
agree with that.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And there's no guarantee. So if the monies were to remain in
and we were not to proceed, then the monies would be allocated.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. And Mr. Mayor. .. or possibly even Lance, do we
know, then, what the totals would be for each one of the districts given the current budget
year-CHAIR KANE: Doubled.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --with these amounts added in?
CHAIR KANE: Doubled.
MAYOR ARAKA WA: Yeah, virtually doubled. I believe that it's just doubling.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: It's just doubling-MAYOR ARAKAWA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --what was in the budget? Okay. Thank you very much.
CHAIR KANE: Member Johnson, I believe ... that these numbers--if I'm not mistaken--just
represent what exists there. And this, and the intent is, I think the Mayor stated that
we're gonna take that equal amount out. And I think in his letter of October 3rd he says
that they're gonna move forward with their proposed fuel tax relief program. And then
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using the additional 2 million--which is what we're talking about today--to replace what
they'd like to take out and propose to us as a tax relief program.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. And then, I, I guess what I'm trying to get clear in my
mind is because when we go through the budget process, many times we've got--in
addition to the roadway repair monies--we have additional monies like bridge projects or
CIP. And sometimes, even through our speed bump program, we are actually repairing
roadways. So I'm trying to fix in my mind that just, let's say there's an assumption that
we don't approve of the other one, I wanna know, yeah, are we fairly allocating those
monies to the different districts.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: This is where we would, we would choose to allocate the funds at this
time. Essentially, if you, if you were to grant the acceptance of the State funds, this is
where we would choose to allocate it. Db .. .if you have other ideas of where to allocate
it, it would be fine by me. It's just that if you understand the intent-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Db-huh.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: --that we're working with, then we would be removing it from that
section. But, but you may suggest wherever you want. It doesn't matter, as far as I'm
concerned. And if the .. .if the money is not removed, then you would have it in the, in a
location that you would prefer. And then, again, the Administration always has the
option of whether to expend the funds or not. And, and that also is always a concern, I
think, because of the number of projects we have and even some of the work, the ability
of the department to actually put these things out to bid and accomplish the project. So
even if we were to double the amount of money, I think it's difficult to say whether or not
we would be able to complete the projects, given, you know, all of the work that is going
on in private sector and how our contracts are, you know, really being kind of
... (laughter). .. held up by a lot of other construction. So that, that's another
complication. But I appreciate Mr. Mayor, your explanation. Thank you very much.
CHAIR KANE: Any further questions for the Mayor at this time, prior to us moving forward?
Hearing none, just a couple of questions for, for you, Mayor, if you, if you don't mind.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Certainly.
CHAIR KANE: In your earlier comments, you stated that you're waiting for the Council to act
on this prior to sending down a request regarding the tax ... fuel tax relief program. Is
that correct?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: That is correct. Because if. .. you do act on this today and you send it to
Council, this will be a, a fund that we can tap onto. Understand that we are in the
beginning parts of our fiscal year, so most of the money that we have tied into the budget
is very difficult for us to move money around in other areas by virtue of the fact that we
are in the beginning of the fiscal year, not at the end.
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CHAIR KANE: Okay. Would you be willing to provide your proposal. .. no, let me, let me
restate it. Would your intent to ... support accepting this funds change if...we don't
agree with your tax proposal? In other words, it seem--in your comments earlier, I got
the impression that we're gonna wait until you folks act on the tax proposal before we
accept the, before we do anything else. So I'm, I'm trying to find out, is .. .is the
2 million dollar funding in danger of being accepted by you folks if we, as a, as a
legislative body... see a, another way to use 2 million dollars that's gonna be replacing
this fund?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman, following the ...the requirements of the State, as long as
you follow the State requirements, I feel that it would be foolish not to accept the funds
in any circumstance. Again, we will be offering you a proposal. But it is only with the
blessing of the Council that any proposal really gets funded. So any proposals that we
make is really, we, we understand that there is a decision that has to be made by this
body. So.. .but to not accept funding from the State when it is gifted to us
.. .(laughter) . .. I, I believe would be very foolish.
CHAIR KANE: No, and, and I agree you. And that's why I am asking--because .. .I, that's, I'm
trying to understand why you would wait until we accept this before you provide a
proposal. And all I'm asking is ... and I'm not speaking out, on behalf of the body, I'm
merely asking a question as an individual member of this Committee. I would ask you to
consider sending forward your proposal, and in the meantime, we can still have the
discussion. And only because ... right now as it stands, we don't have a proposal from
you regarding the balance. And so in essence, we're just doubling up. And for a ...
. . . for a segment of time, we're gonna have double the amount that we originally talked
about in our budgetary process.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman, the, the two issues are, in my mind, very separate.
Okay, first, accepting funding from the State--I believe where we're trying to allocate the
funding would be ... very, a good place to put the funds no matter what. And at some
point, if we choose to move funds around within the department to be able to allocate
these funds to a suggested better place--whether it be from Administration or... from
Council, that is still an option that would be available via... an amendment to the budget.
So we could adjust where the actual money is in an amendment during the current year.
This ... puts it in a place that, where it can be expended and can be legally... verified. I
think we can satisfy the State by putting it here. And so, again, you know, the, we, I
consider the two very separate. It just happened to be convenient for the timing that this
2 million dollar appropriation was not acted on by the Council earlier. . .in, in the timing
of what your business is. So it comes up to about what we were looking at. And the
timing happens to be, you know ...just right. Otherwise, we would have looked at other
funding sources to try and fund the ... gas tax holiday. But because this has come up, this
seems to be an appropriate way to do it. Again, it is a propose, it'll be a proposal to the
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Council. Whether the Council accepts or denies will truly be up to the majority of this
body.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you for your comments, Mayor. Any further questions before we
move forward? Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair. Question for Public Works.
Mr. Miyamoto, in regards to road surfacing for all of these districts. The money that we
had budgeted for each of the district, do we know how many miles of pavement we were
gonna do? And the reason why I ask is that, you know, so convenient in the sense that,
you know, we all know that fuel cost is going up ... and, and you know, we use, utilizing
oil-based macadam for roads ... and what would be the increase to our department or your
Department to resurface?
MR. MIYAMOTO: Mr. Chair, if! may?
CHAIR KANE: Please.
MR. MIYAMOTO: I don't have those figures right, readily available, right at hand. But I can
recheck with our Engineering Division and get those specific numbers as to how many
miles of resurfacing that we're gonna plan to do and get, put it in writing to you.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Ifwe could. Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further questions?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Chair, if I may expound a little bit on it. It really depends on what the
project happens to be in that area. If the resurfacing area happens to go over a bridge, for
instance, it may cost more to be able to work. If we have to actually condemn property to
be able to widen the road, it could cost a little bit more. A lot of it depends on the
condition of the road. So the actual mileage will vary, depending on what the
circumstances are specifically for that particular area. So the department would ...would
guess at it. But you're not gonna get an actual, they're not gonna be able to calculate
out. .. as, as you might think an exact amount of miles.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, it's just broad estimate in regards to the cost
factor. I understand what you're saying--that we may have to increase the width of the
roads at times, and at times utilize more macadam at different areas.
NOTE:

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: ... Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further questions, Members? Just one final question. I know,
Mayor, a couple of weeks ago ...regarding the ...because you're looking at taking this
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money out, or accepting this money, then using the balance of the money to go out. .. for
the tax program that you're gonna be proposing to us shortly, I guess you made some
comments earlier--and I don't know if that's changed--and so just to help understand so
we know what to expect or to anticipate. You made some comments regarding covering
the two, approximately 2 million dollars out of the Emergency Fund. Is that still an
option that you're gonna be considering as part of your proposal as a budget amendment,
or is that something that's ... changed now?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Well, actually we were just looking for a source of funding early on.
That seemed to be a convenient one that doesn't change any, didn't change any of the
programs. We had fully intended to replenish it. .. using whatever carryover we had in
the various areas in the Department. But with the availability of this fund, we would not
have to go to the Emergency Fund. So it was just a, it's, was just a convenient way to be
able to come up with an appropriated money, amount of money--judging from what we
consider a need for immediate relief within the community because the prices were
skyrocketing so quickly. Many people were having very difficult time reacting to the,
the, the prices going up so quickly. And, you know, the, on a personal level, when my
wife goes to fill up gas, it costs almost 70, little over 70 dollars for one tank of gas.
Uh .. .I mean, it was .. .{laughter} . .. sticker shock .. .(laughter) . .. And I know that
many people that are driving to work in Lahaina and Kihei or, or distances are feeling the
sticker shock on a daily basis. So lot of my friends are telling me that, you know, they
don't know what is happening, how this is gonna react. I will also tell you that this
proposal, I'm hoping that the State will look at what we're trying to do--even though it's
a minor amount--and really do a stronger evaluation of what's happening with the gas
situation. Because our amount is, is a, is ... you know, 18 cents from the whole amount.
The ... there needs to be an evaluation of why these gas prices are so high. And I'm
hoping to send a message to the State that we are concerned and ... about this. That's as,
as, as much of the purpose of what we're trying to do .. .in sending this gas tax .. .is to
send that message to the State that this is a serious matter in our mind.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Mayor.
recommendation?

Any final questions before the Chair makes a

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, one-CHAIR KANE: Yes, Mr. Pontanilla-COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Uh-CHAIR KANE: --followed by Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
receiving funds from the State?

Thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Four Counties-MAYOR ARAKAWA: --will receive some funds from the State.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Ms. Anderson?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, I wanna follow-up on that. .. same ... question. This,
these funds were appropriated through Act 178, Sessions Law of Hawaii 2005.
· .. It says it's attached on Exhibit 1, which I guess is just this chart. What I'm trying to
find out is ...would anyone know--is this like a one-time-only grant? Was this done
specifically to ...

· .. to aid the ... the Counties in road resurfacing, and is it something that we could look
to in the future? Or is this a one-time-MAYOR ARAKA WA: I'm not certain. I'd have to check that. The ...the State varies their
allotments to the Counties. Sometimes it's ...more calculated and we can, we can plan
on the funding more distinctly, and sometimes they have extra funding and they'll do an
extra allocation. I, I really couldn't tell you without more research.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ... (inaudible) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: ... Yeah, well. . .if it's through Act 178, then I guess it's
something the Legislature did at the last session.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So we'd have to look at that and see if this is a
one-time-only thing or. . .if they're intending to set up a grant program that we can
always draw on. I'd be interested in knowing that, Mr. Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. I believe we have ... I'm sorry, any further questions ...
· .. or comments prior to the Chair's recommendation? And, again, I wanna thank the
Mayor... through the Director of Public Works ... and signed off by the Deputy regarding
the October 3rd ••. Members, and it's in response to a September 9th letter that was sent,
just asking for a, a... schedule of how the Department would have utilized the funds, the
2 million dollars. And so although it didn't get as specific, at least we do have
specifically where the Mayor intends to put the money and the intent of not doubling that,
but the intent is to remove those funds once this is put in and taking it towards another
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program that will be introduced to us at a later time. SO ... seeing that nobody else has
any questions or comments--yes, Corporation Counsel, Ms. Fujita Villarosa?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Mr. Chair, I had a opportunity to look up Act 178.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: And it's the General Appropriations Act of2005. So it's basically-CHAIR KANE: One-MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: --their budget. It's not a grant program or anything.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: It's not a grant program at all?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: .. . (laughter) . ..
CHAIR KANE: It's one time.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: .. . (laughter) . ..
CHAIR KANE: In fact, I don't recall-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Ever getting .. .(inaudible) . ..
CHAIR KANE: .. .(laughter). ..
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: .. .(inaudible) . ..
CHAIR KANE: Any final questions, Members?
... Chair's recommendation is to ...move forward and approve the two ...
. . . the proposed resolution authorizing the acceptance of the grant funds, and also
moving forward with the proposed bill amending the Appendix A of '06 Budget, and
filing of communication.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Second.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Moved and seconded by Members Johnson and Tavares. Discussion?
NOTE:

Silence.
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MAYOR ARAKAWA: ... Mr. Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Uh... uh, Mayor, I'm, I'm sorry-MAYOR ARAKAWA: Just a con, I just want confirmation on something.
CHAIR KANE: Yes, please.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: I'm, I'm just assuming that in your motion, where we are planning to
put the money...that is part of the, that is part of your intent as well?
CHAIR KANE: Uh ...
MAYOR ARAKAWA: ... So that would be acceptable for us to put the money in these
particular bank accounts ... (inaudible) . ..
CHAIR KANE: We can clarify that in our discussion. And I appreciate you bringing that
forward as-MAYOR ARAKAWA: Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: --some level of detail. Uh ...
. . . you, you've demonstrated your intent in writing, and so that, that's part of the
discussion. So we are in discussion. Member Johnson, you have the floor as the maker.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Urn ... yes, and I'll, I'll ...relinquish the floor to others, but I
do support this. I think that it's appropriate for us to take this money. We so rarely get
money from the State for much of anything that. . .it, it's ...just something that we need
to move forward with. And so that we can have the other discussions for consideration.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Further discussion? Ms. Tavares?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes, Thank you. I know this seems like a very convoluted
way to '"
. . . free up 2 million dollars, basically, but on the next round whenever is ...the
Administration sends down, according to what Mr. Mayor is telling us today, a proposal
to deal with the 2 million dollars ...many people would be asking why don't we just do it
with this 2 million. Well, we can't do it with this 2 million-CHAIR KANE: Right.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --because it's specified by the State that it has to be for
highways ...road resurfacing. But we can take our other money that is derived from our
fuel taxes, that 18 cents per gallon that funds our road improvements, including
resurfacing sidewalks, speed humps, and transit. So when the next proposal comes down,
we need to look at that because you know, and we all know from the budget time, there's
never enough money in resurfacing. And, you know, I think all of us has projects that
we'd like to see move forward more quickly. In my district alone, there's a couple
million dollars worth of projects right there. So when we have the discussion regarding
the next proposal, I hope we will keep that in mind--that there are many demands, and
that that these monies were intended to help supplement the road resurfacing. Now we're
putting it to road resurfacing, so we have some leeway. But I hope we don't all go wild
with 2 million dollars. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Mr. Hokama, you had comments?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh, no, Chairman. Yes, thank you. My, my comment would be,
one .. .I, I, it is my understanding that this Committee would be ... at this point in time,
Mr. Chairman, just recommending ...that we add to the existing budget 2 million dollars
of grant funds from the State ... and that we will be awaiting ...
NOTE:

Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: '" You know, my only concern is, Chairman, how do we show
we've balanced the budget. We accepted 2 million. We haven't. .. recommended
expenditures of 2 million dollars. So is the budget balanced, then? And if it's not, we
need to do an expenditure side ... as I understand the pluses and minuses. So that's one
question, I guess, we can have Staff and our attorneys to give comment. I would also
say, Mr. Chairman, that as I understand the worksheet--this comes from State Special
Funds or their Highway Funds. Now if you notice also in their worksheets, it is just for
the Fiscal Year '06 ...that they do biennial budgeting and they choose to leave the second
year blank. So I would assume there's no additional funds ... unless the next legislature
deems appropriate. So saying that, Chairman, I would hope that. .. at the appropriate
time the Department. .. besides giving us their recommendations of the five areas of
additional resurfacing ... or where they would expect us to make a swap, would also tell
us ... since we've had it in earlier discussions this week. . .1 believe maintenance
also ... our drainage, our culverts ...
. . . and the Department made mention as we enter the wet season... and we, we've dealt
with claims and settlements when we don't maintain our road system, including the
culverts and drainage as well... the additional, potential financial outlay for settlements
of claims. I think there is ... areas ... before we make a final decision on how to balance
the budget--if I can use that phrase, Mr. Chairman, that the Department would help us
and look at it department-wide. And that if the final decision is ... supporting the
Mayor's proposal, then at least we ...know through due diligence that that was the most
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appropriate and responsible means of putting these 2 million dollars for. . .in the current
budget year. So, thank you for my... comments.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Corporation Counsel ...
. . . I know that we've accepted grants beyond the budgetary process between March and
June. So how do we deal with, again, the question, I think, that Mr. Hokama poses
regarding accepting of unanticipated monies during a budget cycle ... outside of the
budget process with respects to balancing the budget. Are you prepared to respond?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yes, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR KANE: Ms. Fujita Villarosa?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: The grants that are listed in Appendix A of the Budget are actually
outside of the County's Budget. Because those funds listed in Appendix A are State and
Federal grants, those monies aren't recognized in our County-balanced Budget. The
funds that are recognized in Appendix A are appropriated for that use. So in other words,
once the County accepts a grant. .. and it's incorporated into Appendix A, the County
can, those funds are ... are appropriated and the County can expend them for the use, you
know, it's basically restricted to the grant agreement or whatever...restrictions that the
granting agency puts on the County.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you very much. Urn ...
. . . Members, also to respond to the Mayor's clarification that this monies ... as accepted,
specifically will be directed to the various programs that have been identified in his
October 3rd letter. Members, are we acknowledging that intent in this motion or these
motions on the acceptance of funds? Mr. Hokama, comments?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, there needs to be ... an ordinance attachment-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --to show the expenditure. This is just. .. half of what we, is required
by this Committee.
So I don't know how we're gonna take action today
unless ...magically something's gonna appear to take care the second half.
NOTE:

Silence.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: .. .{inaudible} . .. comment?
CHAIR KANE: Staff?
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MR. TAGUCHI: Chair Kane, I believe the bill before of us ... the bill before us would...have
the expenditure in the State of Hawaii County road improvements grant, which would go
towards road repair and maintenance. Uh... as far as the expenditure of those money, it
would go toward road repair and maintenance. It is presented by the Administration here
that they would allocate it to the various district road resurfacing areas. Urn ...
. . . but. .. unless ... um ... there is a proviso written in this, basically, it will be up to the
Administration to allocate it wherever for road repairs and maintenance. The current
expenditures in the budget for ...the district road resurfacing still remains. Should a
additional bill amending that budget to take away that share of it. .. come before you at
that point in time, then it'll corne to this Committee for allocation. The expenditure for
this additional funds is something that is currently in addition to what was allocated in
our budget.
NOTE:

Silence.

CHAIR KANE: ... Any more clarification? The Chair intends to call for a recess prior to us
taking the vote. So, Mr. Hokama, any additional comments?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Chairman. Chairman, normally, the County will apply
for grant monies. And in that application, the County normally will say why we want a
certain dollar amount and what is our intention should we get the grant. Okay? This is a
rare situation where it appears good old State said all of a sudden, we'll give you
2 million, and then you can go figure out what you guys wanna do with it. Okay? Which
is not the normal process. We usually say we want so much for this, so much for this,
and that's how we corne to this total, and that's what we apply for. And when we get it,
we know where the money's gonna go 'cause we've discussed it. .. and it's anticipated .
. . . You know, what is being asked of me, if I understand it right, Chairman, is agree,
take this gift from the sky, and at this point in time ...just allow us to use it within the
general parameters as we understood the State to give the money. That's not good
enough for me, Chairman.
CHAIR KANE: ... Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, I, I would... approach it a little differently and put in a
proviso that specifically refers to the Mayor's communication or the Department of
Public Works and Environmental Management communication of October 3rd , and put in
that provision. Because as the Mayor has indicated... depending on what other action we
take, you know, we're just moving money around. And if we do accept the proposal, it's
just gonna be that much more work to undo what we've done. I, I would, as a, as one
individual, I would feel comfortable putting in a proviso. And then if there is language
specific to what the concern is that's being raised by Council Chair Hokama, then if, if it
is deemed appropriate, then when this comes up before the full Council, I would say,
okay, fine, have that language available at that particular meeting where we'll be taking
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the ... (end aftape, start 2A) . .. It's just my approach, Mr. Chair. And I would be more
than happy to make an amendment to add a proviso.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Member Johnson. Any additional comments before the Chair calls
for a brief recess?
... And just as a sidebar note, Chair doesn't intend to move this out unless it's ready to
be moved out. We'll .. .if we have to, we'll keep .. .(inaudible) . .. and we'll do the
committee work in the Committee and take care of it here. And then we'll send it to
Council with completed work. Okay? Members, we're gonna call for a ten-minute
recess. Okay? We'll reconvene at 2:45. We're in recess .. .(gavel) . ..
RECESS:

2:34 p.m.

RECONVENE:

2:55 p.m.

CHAIR KANE: .. . (gavel) . .. Members, this meeting for October 4th, 2005 is reconvened.
Members, the Chair would ask for your... patience. We just gonna take just a few more
minutes for recess. We're preparing some language for the body's consideration. And
we're just about finished. So I'd like to .. .just take a few minutes. So why don't we go
ahead and reconvene at 3 o'clock. So, five more minutes. Thank you. Recess
.. .(gavel) . ..
RECESS:

2:55 p.m.

RECONVENE:

3:00 p.m.

CHAIR KANE: ... (gavel) . .. Okay, Members, let's reconvene. This is the October 4th Budget
and Finance Committee meeting. And, again, in attendance, we have all Members
present. Mr. Carroll, I believe ...will be excused, unless he's still in his office. But I
believe he has to take care of some other, personal business. So we have all Members,
except Mr. Carroll who's excused. We do have a motion on the floor, Members. The
Chair, after the recess--and thank you for that recess--would like to ask for your
consideration on the following. Attached to the August 22nd memo which has the
attached bill for the ordinance ... on the first page under Number 10, letter "g"
reads: State of Hawaii - County Road Improvement Grant. And then, the appropriation
amount is 2 million dollars. The Chair's request for your consideration is to delete the
2 million as a... one flat number, and have it broken down as listed, specifically as a
proviso, listed specifically as it's written under, or in the October 3rd memo. So I'll hold
it up just so you folks can see. And after the Hana District, we'll put, or before Hana
District, we'll put number 1...the Paia-Haiku District, number 2, and so forth. And so
you'll have five listings. And the monies will be listed there in those dollar amounts.
Members, the Chair is asking for your consideration in this ... providing... that. .. going
with the Mayor's ...
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... and I'm sorry the Mayor's not here, he had to leave, but the Mayor's assurances that
he will be providing... with his intent as he stated in his written...memo to us on
October 3rd that their intent is to come forward with a proposal, proposed budget
amendment and would be identifying specifically... funds from this exact area. So right
now, by us accepting, we're doubling the funds, and that they would be looking at
identifying those funds for another proposal at some later point in time. So with that,
Members, the Chair is asking respectfully for ... to entertain the motion to delete the
2 million dollars as a one flat number, and to incorporate under letter "g" the five listings
of Hana, Paia, Makawao, Wailuku, and the Kihei Districts with the attached dollar
amounts as proposed in the October 3rd letter from the Deputy Director of Public Works.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So moved
COUNCILMEMBER

: Second.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Second.
CHAIR KANE: It's been moved and seconded.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Member Anderson, point. .. you'd like to make a-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, point of order. Should this not be an amendment to
the main motion?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: It is.
CHAIR KANE: It is.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: It is.
CHAIR KANE: Entertaining a motion to amend the main motion. This is an amendment-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you for that. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Yeah, I'm sorry, Member Anderson. We have a motion and a second by
Member Johnson and Molina to have this incorporated. This is an amendment. We are
in discussion. Any discussion, Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Chair. I think that what this does is it allows the
money to be accepted. It also earmarks as outlined in the memorandum from Public
Works, on the October 3rd memorandum, earmarking these monies for these specific
areas. I believe that it's appropriate for us to move this forward so that we can have any
further discussions regarding this particular measure at the appropriate time on...you
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know, let's say in other committees, you know, or whether it's a budget amendment
before this Committee. But I really think that it's important for us to move this measure
forward as expeditiously as we possibly can because every time .. .(laughter) . .. that we
delay, then I think people grow increasingly concerned about what are we doing
· . .(laughter) . .. you know, as a Council to try to give some kind of relief. And it may
not be relief in the form of a.. .let's say a tax holiday, but it may be relief in the form of
actually improving some of these roadways if the Council so chooses. Thank you,
Mr. Chair.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Any further discussion on the amendment,
Members? Ms. Tavares?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes, thank you. Um .. .it wouldn't be more efficient to just
accept the money in this lump sum of the 2 million and then wait for whatever is coming
down and then say where these monies would go?
· .. Would that be more efficient or... not?
CHAIR KANE: '" The Chair can't. .. respond directly as far as whether it's more efficient or
not, Member Tavares. So the Chair apologizes.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
CHAIR KANE: The Chair has put this forward .. .I guess you could say in a spirit of
acknowledging a memo that your Chair has sent to the Department on requesting
specifically what they intend to use the funds for-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
CHAIR KANE: --and by accepting these monies. And this ...proviso acknowledges their
response in how they intend to utilize these monies with the intent of taking the County
component for something to use later on as far as their future proposal. So taking it in as
a one lump sum? Yes, we could have done that, but that would ...
· .. provide the Administration with flexibility that we would not have, pretty much, any
oversight over.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ... Well-CHAIR KANE: So the Chair just felt of-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah.
CHAIR KANE: --again, just putting it forward .. .in the spirit of acknowledging what the
Department wanted to use the money for.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. Could I ask Corp. Counsel a question?
CHAIR KANE: Please. Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh...Ms. Fujita Villarosa.. .if we accept and this passes
through as being proposed by the Chairperson .. .if and when the Administration sends
down something else, will we have to go back and amend this part? Or, or we don't have
to? It would be considered appropriated as soon as we list it here?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Right. As soon as .. .if Council approves the... the bill as
amended, basically what it means is that for these projects, for the time being, they have
double funding.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: And then .. .it, depending on the action that Council takes after the
Mayor makes his second transmittal, it depends. It really depends on what, what
Council's gonna wanna do at that point.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
right?

So there's no obligation for a second transmittal either,

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay, so it will be up to the Administration to figure out
what it is they...they're trying to accomplish, seeing that there is a little wiggle room of
2 million dollars because of the State grant. And that I hope that the Administration is
going to come down with something that addresses transit. Because I think that has a
great impact on the community and especially for the working people .. .if, if these transit
routes or whatever the Department is working on can help give some relief to working
people in Maui County. Thank you for that, Ms. Villarosa.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Ms. Tavares. Thank you for your point. Any additional discussion
on the amendment? Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair. Urn... did we receive a letter that
accompanied the so-called grant?
CHAIR KANE: During the recess, we asked our Deputy Director to try and locate a cover letter.
And at this point in time, we have not been able to locate any type of cover letter
attaching the appropriation of 2 million dollars from the State. Mr. Miyamoto, any
additional comments to add?
MR. MIYAMOTO: None to add, Mr. Chair.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Can that be followed-up?
CHAIR KANE: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: They, in fact they are already following up to see what they can provide for us
in writing.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any additional. .. questions or comments to the motion on the floor
to amend?
... One final comment, Members-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: .. .(inaudible) . ..
CHAIR KANE: --if the intent of the Mayor... from a genuine standpoint comes forward and
requesting a propose, a proposal, whatever the proposal is, whether it's a gas holiday or
anything else, if he identifies the money--which he says, he stated on record that he
intends to do ... that we have flexibility within the Highway Fund to look at options
related to the Highway Fund. In other words, we can't--unless we, as a policy, decides
something else. I don't mean to confuse it any more, but if they decide to come and
recognize 2 million dollars from the Highway Fund, which is specifically identified in the
five Districts which has been listed--'cause we're doubling it now, he's gonna bring it
back to normal again--that 2 million dollars he's recognizing for a proposed budget
amendment, this body doesn't agree? Then we have the option of looking at our options
within the Highway Fund programs to utilize that funds for something else that we may
come up with. Member Tavares talked about transit. I mean, there's a lot of things out
there. Member Hokama mentioned other things as well. So, anyway just wanted to
provide that additional, that there is flexibility for us once we receive a proposal. Okay?
Members, to the amendment, all in favor signify by saying "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR KANE: Opposed?
... Thank you. Let the record show it's unanimous with Mr. Carroll excused.

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Anderson, Johnson, Mateo, Molina, Pontanilla,
Tavares, Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Kane.

NOES:

None.
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ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmember Carroll.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

APPROVE amendment to main motion.

CHAIR KANE: We're back to the main motion as amended. Members, we just voted on
making the adjustment to the ... schedule A of the ordinance. We have the resolution; the
ordinance, as amended; as well as the filing on the floor as a motion. Mr. Hokama, you
have the floor.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Chairman. My, my comment. .. you know, I've got my
reservations regarding how we're processing this.
Normally, we would get a
proposal. .. that's been fleshed out. .. for us to discuss, debate, make a decision on, and
dispose of it through Council action.
· .. My request to you as our Chairman would be for you, for a letter under your signature
to go to the appropriate State department or departments and ask. .. under what
parameters these funds from the State were given to the County of Maui. And I state
that, Chairman... specifically that if it's the State's intention that this is to supplement
the County's efforts in maintenance and repair... then replacing it. . .is not an option for
us.
NOTE:

Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... Because, again, to supplement is to add to the current County's
program, not to take away and do something else with the County's funds. I find it
strange ...that there is no written documentation that is addressed or attached to a
worksheet. It's the first time I've heard of it that a State department sends a worksheet
and not. .. parameters of how to utilize those resources being provided to this County.
· .. So I, I think ... your written communication and an appropriate response ...may have
a bearing on the final decision of this ...request, Mr. Chairman. So I would ask that that
be done ... before we get our hopes up and have all our great intention of how to spend
money that we have very limited control of and where we can put those funds for
expenditure.
· .. But saying that, Chairman, again, that's my reservations and... hopefully, the
Administration will, upon getting a new Budget Director... be able to help us process this
much better, this type of request. Thank you.
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CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. And the Chair will follow up, make sure we have
that letter sent promptly to the necessary personneL Any additional questions or
comments? We are on the main motion, as amended .
. . . Hearing none ...Members, all in favor of the motion, signify by saying "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR KANE: Opposed? Let the record show it's unanimous with... excused, Mr. Carroll.
VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Anderson, Johnson, Mateo, Molina, Pontanilla,
Tavares, Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Kane.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmember Carroll.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Recommending ADOPTION of resolution, FIRST READING of
revised bill, and FILING of communication.

CHAIR KANE: Thank you very much, Members. Mr. Miyamoto, thank you very much for
being here. Okay, Members, let's move on to the next item, Item Number 37, residency
requirements for real property tax homeowner's exemption.
ITEM NO. 37:

RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS FOR REAL
HOMEOWNER'S EXEMPTION (C.C. No. 05-230)

PROPERTY

TAX

CHAIR KANE: Members, we have before us County Communication from the ...Director of
Finance, Mr. Kalbert Young ...who has transmitted a proposed bilL
. . . Mr. Young has provided us, Members, in your binders ... a letter dated
September 30th . And he did call ...the Staff, myself and the Staff of the Budget and
Finance Committee, stating that when we had this being scheduled that he was unable to
attend. In fact, I believe he's probably on an airplane on his way back from the island of
Oahu. He couldn't break a previous engagement. So he did provide us with some
written comments. And it should be in your binders, dated September 30th . However, he
has provided us with resource personneL Mr. Lance Okumura is here with us this
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afternoon; as well as, of course, our Managing Director, Mr. Keith Regan. Mr. Regan,
good afternoon. Would you like to provide some opening remarks?
MR. REGAN: Good afternoon, Chair. It's a pleasure to be here this afternoon. And our
apologies for Mr. Young's unavailability. But I am here to provide .. .to be, act as a
resource. Along with me is Lance Okumura, the Administrator for the Real Property Tax
Division. My past experience as Finance Director, I, I hope that I'll be able to provide
some insight. .. as, as we go along and review this bill, this ordinance. And I stand as a
resource for your Committee, Chair.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you very much, Managing Director. Mr. Okumura, any additional
comments before we proceed? Okay. Thank you very much. Members, we have before
us the request, the proposal that's attached to the Communication...proposed bill. And
primarily, we have a couple of brackets in there, but more we have some additions,
primarily to Section D ... uh, part D of Section 2 under 3.48.450. Are there any questions
or comments that would like to be posed to the Managing Director or to Mr. Okumura?
Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Chairman. May ...
. . . for the Administration, can you help us ...understand that in the draft ordinance ... the
language of... no, excuse me, not "the language", but the consideration of the 270
calendar days ... under Section D, Number 1. .. how was that number derived and .. .is, is
that. .. the magic number per se?
MR. OKUMURA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Okumura?
MR. OKUMURA: This is ...we use, we, we are, we are utilizing the City and County of
Honolulu amendment to their ordinance. And it has worked effectively. And that is why
we are proposing it for Maui County. As I understand it, the 270 days basically dealt
with people like in Canada or Alaska. In Canada, you need to occupy, be in... claim
residency there for 6 months and 1 day to qualify for the medical. I think in Alaska, it
must be ... about 200 .. .I don't know how many days, but if it's, you're longer than, away
longer than 270 days, then you don't get the, this ... they have this appropriation to the
residences or something like that. But that is my understanding why City and County
adopted that 270 days. Under the tax ordinance, State tax ordinance, it's 200 days.
And ... but Big Island is at 200. But Kauai, City and County of Honolulu is using 270,
and we're proposing to use that same number of days.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Currently, we are what, 200 days, Mr. Okumura? Or do we
have no ...
MR. OKUMURA: Yeah.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: .,. minimums?
MR. OKUMURA: Yeah, we don't have. That's why the, we're proposing to empower our staff
to police the home exemption and, with the intent, with the ... to reflect the proper intent
of the Council, County Council--who qualifies for home exemption.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Another question, please, Chairman.
CHAIR KANE: Please proceed.
VICE-CHAIR
HOKAMA:
Thank
you.
In
the
same
area,
please,
Administration... under .. .letter "D". I'm looking at the second sentence. I think, well,
we received testimony regarding intention... and actual practice. And I guess as one
Member who's learned about intentions in other areas of the Code ...would it
be ... stronger for us to look at the last sentence as "residence in the County shall be
evidenced by, but not limited to" instead of "it is the intent to reside ...

. . . may be evidenced"? So why don't we just say "residence in the County shall be
evidenced by"? It, would that make it real clear what, of what we want and what we
expect?
CHAIR KANE: Mr.Okumura or Mr. Regan, response please?
MR. REGAN: Thank you, Chair. Yeah, "shall" would definitely clarify and, and leave ...very
little room for misinterpretation. So, "shall" versus "may"--shall is a requirement, may is
something that, you know ...
. . . Oh, intent.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, if we strike that-MR. REGAN: So shall, shall reside in the County-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: I would say words like, like the word reside or, or residence--we
would say residence in the County shall be evidenced by-MR. REGAN: Yeah.
CHAIR KANE: I'm sorry, Mr. Hokama, just for the, the whole body and the Chair's sake, can
you reference where you're at and then-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: 1-CHAIR KANE: --we can just jot some notes so when we come forward-- 36-
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: --we can start utilizing ... you know, some recommendations-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Chairman. 1-CHAIR KANE: --with language already-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Page 2 under capital letter "D", which is underscored. I'm looking
at the second sentence in that. .. main paragraph. The current language, underscored,
states: intent to reside in the County may be evidenced by, comma, but not limited to,
comma, the following, colon. My, my... question and suggestion would be restate that to
say: residence in the County shall be evidenced by.
NOTE:

Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: '" And, and continue to, with the following proposed language,
Mr. Chairman. And I was asking for comments from the Department. And 1. .. am
unsure if Corporation Counsel may have a comment also--whether or not that clears up
any ambiguity and clearly states our understanding of what is a resident. . .in this County.
CHAIR KANE: Ms. Fujita Villarosa, any comments?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yes, Mr. Chair. I think that that language WOUld, it would help to
clarify that ambiguity that was raised earlier.
CHAIR KANE: ... Thank you.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: I don't know if. .. because this language was pretty much taken
from City and County, I don't know if, if maybe, if Mr. Okumura has any .. .information
about City and County having, you know, problems with interpretation of their language.
Do you know?
MR. OKUMURA: No.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR KANE: Members, based or, or depending on where we end up--and then I'll recognize,
but just, just as a side thought, if we are gonna... consider multiple amendments to the
existing language, the Chair would recognize those ... and then recommend, maybe, a
cooling off period, if you will, a two-week period where we can have that looked at by
Staff and Corporation Counsel, since we are pretty much adopting something from
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another place, and we can do a little bit of due diligence to make sure that we're not doing
something that would create any type of potential conflict, take that two weeks and we
can also come back and post it on another agenda with the changes already in tact, and
then we can have final discussion and discuss any potentials, and then we can go from
there. I'm just saying that so that you all understand--instead of making all, changes, and
then moving, and then getting to Council, and then figuring, oh ...
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Db-huh.
CHAIR KANE: ... you know, we have some problems here, then let's just kick it back--we'll
keep it in Committee for an extra, you know, for an extra tum, cycle of Committee
meetings ... to let it sink in and we'll take care of that. And that way I know our Council
Chair would appreciate ... {laughter} . .. us not having to have extensive discussion on
the Council floor. So, anyway, I just wanted to make that little point. And,
Member Tavares, you have the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Is .. .is it your intent to just go wherever we wauna go or
should we-CHAIR KANE: Absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --follow in some order? . .(laughter) . ..
CHAIR KANE: No. I'll leave it open 'cause I'm sure each of you have different intentions. So
please-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay.
CHAIR KANE: --feel free to move.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
days ...

Yeah, thank you.

I, I happen to like the 270 calendar

. . . for the residency. The question I had was on Number 4, the filing of an income tax
return as a resident of the State of Hawaii with a reported address in the County. And,
you know, there are some of us who use P. O. Boxes as addresses. And even
though .. .I'm beginning to think it'd be cheaper for me to move into my P. O. Box and
have it be my residence address also . .. you know, is that going to be a problem if it
doesn't show a physical residence as the address for the income tax return? So if that is
gonna be, or if we don't care . .. as long as they're filing as a resident of the State of
Hawaii is the main part ... you know, maybe we don't. .. we don't need the reported
address part of the, the phrase. Could I get comment from ...Real Property Tax or
Mr. Regan?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Regan or Mr. Okumura?
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MR. REGAN: No, I can speak to that-CHAIR KANE: Thank you.
MR. REGAN: --Chair.
CHAIR KANE: Go ahead.
MR. REGAN: You know ...the P. O. Box issue is an issue for, I think, a lot of departments
when they're trying to track people down. But with real property tax, you know, we have
to identify a property because we're taxing that particular property. So we could require
them to provide us with a physical address.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, no, I'm referring to when it ...they talk about the
income tax return.
MR. REGAN: Right. But the income tax return .. .is filed with the IRS or with the State.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. REGAN: But they're still gonna have to identify which property that they're claiming as
their residence.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Oh, okay.
MR. REGAN: So ... regardless of what they put on their, their income tax, as long as we can
show a connection between the P. O. Box and that residence, that should be sufficient.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So the Number 5 says "a mailing address in the County".
MR. REGAN: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So is that also where you want to specify the physical
residency address? You know, like we do with our driver's license-MR. REGAN: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --like, I have a P. O. Box. But when I get my driver's
license, I have to list my actual physical residence. So it's the residence of record, but
my mail goes to my P. O. Box. So is that the same intent for this Number 5?
MR. REGAN: I believe so.
NOTE:

Silence.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
physical ...

. . . So do you wanna say somewhere m there ... a

· .. physical residency address and mailing address.
MR. REGAN: You could--uh, Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Proceed.
MR. REGAN : You may wanna just add in, under Number 4, something like ...
· .. those people with P. O. Box must report ... those people filing income tax returns with
a P. O. Box must also include the physical address for which they are-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Oh, okay.
MR. REGAN: --applying for residence, uh, claiming residency upon.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. REGAN: Something like that. You may wanna include language like that to help clarify.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Right.
· .. Does Ms. Villarosa feel that that would be any...would that be problematic to add
something like that to either 4 or 5?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Um-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: The actual physical address?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yeah, I think...perhaps the reason why a physical address is not
specified as a requirement is because ... the property that the homeowner's exemption,
that is gonna be applied to is gonna be identified. So-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Oh, okay.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: --you know, yeah, they can list, we can, we can include a mailing,
a mailing and physical address, I'm not sure if that's the right term, but we could add that
in there. But Real Property Tax would already have that information anyway once they
provide ...well, I'm not sure what. .. I'm not sure what the, I think, if I remember from
when .. . (laughter) . .. I filled out my homeowner's exemption, I think you have to put
your, your address and, and Real Property Tax would have to identify the property by
TMKanyway.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh. Okay, so that's not necessary to even be concerned
about those two items .. .in your opinion.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: No. I think that the more... the, the thing that Council and
Administration would have to look at is just whether or not these five requirements are
sufficient as evidence. Urn... you know, for ... for the, to qualify for the exemption.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Do we not want to use a State of Hawaii driver's license as
part of one of the ...
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Requirements.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: '"
concurrent driver's licenses.
NOTE:

proofs? 'Cause as I understand it, you cannot hold

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ... I tried to get one in every State I visited, and they
wouldn't let me .. . (laughter) . . .
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: " .(laughter) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: No ... (laughter) . ..
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... {laughter} . ..
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: You know, when I was going to college-ALL: .. .(laughter) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --I, I was gonna get an Oregon license. And they said I had
to give up my Hawaii license in order to get an Oregon license. And I didn't wanna do
that because I was still a resident of Hawaii, I was going to school. So they said, well,
you can't have the best of both worlds .. . (laughter) . .. So I think that's still the policy
today--that you cannot have dual licenses.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: That was in Oregon?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: '" Can I add to that. ..Mr. Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Sure. I, I'll yield.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Can I. .. respond to that?
CHAIR KANE: Ms. Tavares is yielding. You have the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
Uh... unless things have changed, I don't think
that. ..holds in Hawaii. Because many, many years ago ... on one of my trips for
vacation here .. .I forgot my license. No, I didn't. It expired.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: .. .(laughter} ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And I didn't know it. And I went to, and this was a license
in California. I went to ... rent a car and because my license was expired, they wouldn't
rent me a car. So I went to Lahaina and got a drive, a Hawaii driver's license in a matter
of 20 minutes.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, so technically, you weren't holding two licenses
'cause yours had expired. So you, you're technically not there.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, but I went back and renewed my California license.
So I had-COUNCILMEMBER T AVARES: And you had to give up your Hawaii license, right?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: No, I didn't. No.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: .. .(laughter} ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I carried a Hawaii license and a California license for
years. And I happen to know other people who do that because they want the kamaaina
rate.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Well, maybe we should ask our Tax ...Department people
what happens, or driver's license, maybe Mr. Regan can remember. I don't wanna use
history of when I went to college-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: .. . {laughter} . ..
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --because that was way too long ago ... and I know laws have
changed since then .. . (laughter) . ..
CHAIR KANE: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah. And this is-CHAIR KANE: Ms. Anderson, we'll ... (end a/tape, start 2B) . .. Mr. Okumura?
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MR. OKUMURA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Thank you.
MR. OKUMURA: As far as ...we've run into problems with that licensing thing because you
can have a California license for so many years, I think-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. OKUMURA: --they'll allow you until it expires. So, you know, for us to say you can't
have a home, homeowner's exemption if you don't have a Hawaii license, it,
it's ...would, it's ... doesn't hold water. We've been put in that situation before.
NOTE:

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ... Interesting.
CHAIR KANE: Ms. Tavares, any additional comments?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay, so that's not a good one. So forget that one, then.
CHAIR KANE: May, may I just inteIject real quickly and just ask, maybe if...the Department
can respond, I, I know Mr. Joiner is here and he provided us with some comment. And I
think he provided a list of nine or ten, and then not less than three. Can you folks provide
comments to what Mr. Joiner has provided for us for consideration? And I'm sorry,
Ms. Tavares, I just-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Oh, no, that's fine.
CHAIR KANE: Yeah.
NOTE:

Silence.

MR. JOINER, FROM THE AUDIENCE: Page 2, Item 10.
CHAIR KANE: Yes, that's the item .
. . . And Mister--I'm sorry, Mr. Regan, it's on Page 2, Item Number 10, and we have a
list, I believe, of nine items that are proposed. And it doesn't have to be exact like that,
but I think we get the idea of...the intent. .. various types of official documents, and
then...us considering "not less than" or "at least" ... you know, several of the documents
in order for them to have compliance with the homeowner's exemption. Any comments
or would you like to ... maybe ... digest that for a moment and we can move on and come
back to that, Mr. Regan? You prefer to have that. .. option?
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MR. REGAN: Yeah, if that would be okay with you, Chair.
CHAIR KANE: Member Tavares, why don't you go ahead and move on if you have another
point. And then, we'll get back-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: No, that was the, that was the area that I was talking-CHAIR KANE: Oh, okay-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --I'm talking about, the ways to qualify. 'Cause of
course...we'd had to deal with this in the Parks Department with people trying to get-CHAIR KANE: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --residency because of the ...
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Golf.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ... the preferred rate for kamaaina-CHAIR KANE: ... (inaudible) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --at the golf course. So we've, we've wrestled with all of
these kind of things, too. And I think still do.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Members, I just have one I, I wanted to follow up on. The ... the
penalty--the first page. You folks have 100 dollars, you moved it to 200 dollars,
Mr. Okumura. Can you provide comment as to what 200 .. .is that out of the sky, is that
somebody else's number, is, do you folks have a rational nexus to that number?
MR. OKUMURA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Yes?
MR. OKUMURA: Yes, the City and County and Kauai have increased theirs to 200 dollars, too.
It was 100 all, all this time.
CHAIR KANE: ... So how 'bout something like--because as an example, Members ... right
now we have a 200,000 exemption on 3 dollars and 50 cents per thousand. So that
equates to what, 700 dollars.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: 700 dollars.
COUNCILMEMBER

Db-huh.
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CHAIR KANE: So if somebody's gonna go cheat or lie .. .thank you for those tenns,
Mr. Joiner. .. not less than double as a penalty. In other words, 14 hundred dollars of
whatever the exemption that you are applying for shall be the penalty if you're caught
cheating. I mean, you know, if you guys wanted to be extreme, that, I mean to me that
sounds like that'll wake somebody up. If they wanna cheat, then this is what the
consequence going be if you get, you know, if you try to do that and you get busted. I
throw that out there, Members, because I. .. you know, we, we ...
. . . we all recognize our issues with enforcement and our challenges that we have with
enforcement--not only here but across the board with County laws. And so that's
something--as an example, in California, and you're driving, and you're driving through
a construction zone, their penalty is-COUNCILMEMBER

: Double.

CHAIR KANE: --double of whatever the existing rate is. If you're in a construction zone and
you're speeding, and you get caught, they charge you double and then some .. .in that
particular area because, you know, you've got men working on the road, they're doing
their thing, and if somebody is speeding through there and they get busted or they get
caught, they get charged that much more. So I mean, I'm just looking at that type
of... parallel, if you will. And if there's any comment from Mr. Okumura on something
like that, and then I'll open it up for the Members. And I'll recognize you in a moment,
Ms. Anderson. Mr. Okumura, any comment?
MR. OKUMURA: Yes, Mr. Chair. Currently, when we uncover a violator, we ... detennine the
difference in taxes as the property would have been without the home exemption
compared to what they were receiving with the home exemption. And we would back tax
them current, plus four, for a total of five years.
CHAIR KANE: And the four is why? Why four?
MR. OKUMURA: That's the law.
CHAIR KANE: That's the current law? County Code or State law?
MR. OKUMURA: County Code. County Code. Current, plus four.
CHAIR KANE: Of the amount of the difference that was what it, what they claimed to be
versus what it should have been based on them not being homeowner exempt?
MR. OKUMURA: Yes.
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CHAIR KANE: Okay. So there's something there. So this 100 dollars up to 200 dollars
represents what, then? This is just a fine over and above that dollar amount that you just
described by law?
MR. OKUMURA: Basically, it was previously... when the exemptions and the assessments
were lower. And that's why they're saying whichever is lower. But we ...we have been
using the difference in taxes that were due and owing... and back taxing them for four
years. And we weren't applying that 200, that 100 dollar penalty.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. So now you're here asking us for the 200 dollar figure versus 100
dollars, which is something that you folks don't recognize in the first place. Help me
understand that.
MR. OKUMURA: To be consistent with the City and County and Kauai, it's in the .. .it's the
ordinance. It's there to be utilized.
CHAIR KANE: .. , Arbitrarily?
MR. OKUMURA: No, on a consistent basis.
current. .. current year, plus four. And--

Currently, we are back taxing them

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: .. .{inaudible). ..
MR. OKUMURA: --we're coving the-CHAIR KANE: You, you understand my question, Mr. Okumura? So this 100 dollar, moving
up to 200 dollars is something that you folks don't even look at-UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Four years.
CHAIR KANE: Because you folks are taking another method, which is the back tax, plus four
years.
MR. OKUMURA: Yes.
CHAIR KANE: So you're acknowledging that you don't use the hundred or what we're looking
at as a proposal, 200 dollars ... you don't use that and you won't be using it because
you've chosen to use another mechanism for fining?
MR. OKUMURA: In the future, I don't know. We may need to ...there's a... you have a
choice. Currently, we feel that back taxing them for those years that they should have
been paying those amount of taxes is sufficient.
CHAIR KANE: Should we consider that instead of this penalty that's here and just state what
it's gonna be--the back tax, plus four years?
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MR. OKUMURA: I would-CHAIR KANE: Instead of even, you know, recognizing or identifying a penalty of 100 dollars
or 200 dollars. And I see you have the "or".
NOTE:

Silence.

CHAIR KANE: ... And, but it doesn't talk about the four years. So, again, we're just ...
NOTE:

Silence.

CHAIR KANE: " . You follow where I'm going? I, I'm trying to ...
NOTE:

Silence.

CHAIR KANE: ... I'm taking an idea that was provided for. .. a testifier and making it
more ... you know, something that's gonna wake people up " .{laughter} . .. on
consequence. And so specifically, you're talking about something that seems to be a
wakeup call for somebody. I mean, if they gotta go what it is versus what it's supposed
to be and then times four, or four, plus four more years of that .. .if we have that in the
language, in the Code ... versus just having a 200 dollars or, you know, something that's
really not being completed, it's not talking about the plus four in here. It's probably
someplace else. Can you, can you comment on that, please?
MR. OKUMURA: Urn .. .it, it also states here "whichever is lesser" .
. . . So, again, I don't know in the future if there will, if there will be any use for
this ... section. But currently, we're, we're applying uniformly, rolling back on the taxes
current, plus four. Now in the future, again, I don't know what the situation's gonna be
ten years from now.
The City and County has decided to keep it in their
ordinance... for. .. some reason. And I wouldn't know, I mean, there must be some
purpose, which I'm not aware of right now.
CHAIR KANE: Fine. Then, Members, then I'll ... and forgive me, would you folks consider not
having this as part of it? Would that be a problem for you folks since you don't utilize it
anyway--the 100 up to 200 dollars, now?
MR. OKUMURA: I don't see any problem.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. And, and Members, I'm sorry for carryIng on.
Ms. Anderson, followed by Mr. Pontanilla.

I'll recognize

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. First of all, could I, could I ask
you... you said it's the ...times four is based on law. What, what law are you quoting?
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MR. OKUMURA: The omitted property.
NOTE:

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: .,. Could you... explain that-CHAIR KANE: He'll expound on it. He's-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --you mean by-CHAIR KANE: --gonna provide comments.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah.
CHAIR KANE: And it's plus-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Because I think it should go all the way back to where
they, and like Mr. Joiner was saying, he knows somebody that's got an exemption for ten
years .. .(sigh) . .. And so why should we just limit it to four? I think it should go all the
way back to where they, you know, make ...make the, the penalty serious. And, and that
would make people come forward now and say, oops, I made a mistake, I shouldn't be
taking this exemption, and come clean ... because if you get caught, you're gonna have to
pay the difference all the way back to the time you started claiming the exemption. So I
wanna know what, what the State law says, if it restricts us to just four years.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Ms. Anderson. Mr. Okumura, you wanna provide some clarity?
MR. OKUMURA: Mr. Chair, 3.48.215. That's County Code.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: County Code?
CHAIR KANE: Yeah, not State, it's County.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh, well, then we can change that, can't we?
NOTE:

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: ... Before I go further on that, I don't wanna take time to
go read it, I'll come back to that. I, I do want to address the ...
. . . the item, that time ...that someone has to be .. .in occupancy of a home--that's
Section D, Members, on Page 2, Item 1.
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· .. I know that you, the reason you said you used this is because this is what City and
County of Honolulu uses, and also Kauai. But I think it's more important for us,
Mr. Chairman, to be consistent within our own County Code than it is to be consistent
with another County. And in our County Code ...we are, we have already defined what a
long-term residence is. And that is defined in Title 19. And it says ...
· .. long--and, and it's important to be consistent because the definitions that are used in
our County Code ... are applicable to ...the use of property. And... and I'm sure Corp.
Counsel's gonna tell us that if, if we get in a lawsuit, say, especially with this vacation
rental issue.. .it's gonna be important to be consistent in our definition of what long-term
residential is, what short-term residential is. And in the definitions for Title 19, which is
our Zoning Code, it says long-term residential or long-term residential basis means
occupancy of a dwelling unit or lodging unit by an owner, family, lessee, or tenant for
180 days or more per year. And then it further defines, in Title 19, short-term rental
means a transit. .. transient vacation rental or use in which overnight accommodations are
provided in dwelling units to guests for compensation for periods of less than 30 days.
So if you're staying in, in a unit for less than 30 days, that's considered transient. But
you have to be staying up to 180 days to be considered long-term. And then there's also,
the same definition is applied in Title 18, which is ... our Subdivision Ordinance. And
they define long-term residential development as meaning a single-family or multi-family
dwelling which is occupied by an owner or lessee for a continuous period of six months
or more per continue ... continuous 12-month period.
· .. So ... six months is 180 days.
CHAIR KANE: Actually, more.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
counting.

Depending on how many days

III

the month you're

· .. 182, 183? I just used 30 days because .. .it was easy. But. .. but anyway, it's, it's a
long ways off from 270. And so I think that. .. we need to be consistent in how we apply
the law in our terminology. Because this could come back to bite us. And we don't want
to set ourselves up for unintended consequences. So Ijust put that out there.
· .. You know, there ...there are other triggers here that we could use to determine ... a
person's true residency. And ... you know, I like the income tax return because, you
know, you could be living here six months out of the year, living in California six months
out of the year and still be filing your taxes in California and claiming a homeowner's
exemption here. So I'm just throwing that out there for the Members to consider. I think
it's dangerous for us to adopt different definitions, especially when... all of the
definitions have to do with some aspect of a person's residence.
NOTE:

Silence.
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CHAIR KANE: '" Thank you for your comments, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. I yield.
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Pontanilla, you have the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Are we .. . (inaudible) . .. this other section?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Going back to what we were talking about--the current
year, plus four. Can you give us an example...what kind amounts that we, we would be
looking at in regards to penalties?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Okumura, are you prepared to respond, to provide an example of, of .. of
that scenario?
MR. OKUMURA: Mr. Chair.. .it. . .it depends, yeah. For example, if it was this year, it's
700 dollars with the rate on that 200,000 exemption. But also, you would increase your
rate to 5.86 per thousand. So the difference would be even greater there. That, on top of
the 700 dollar ... (inaudible) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Going back four years?
NOTE:

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: ... Okay. Thank you.
MR. OKUMURA: For the years that he should not have-COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: For each individual year? Thanks.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Mr. Regan ...before I. . .recognize Ms. Tavares for another
question, are you prepared to respond to our previous question?
MR. REGAN: Sure. Chair, if I can just, I guess go over that once again? I believe you were
asking about Mr. Joiner's proposal on...Number 10 of his submission.
CHAIR KANE: That is correct.
MR. REGAN: Yeah. So we had an opportunity to look this over and there are a number of
items that are on here that are questionable in terms of determining residency, which .. .I
would be a little bit concerned with. And I, I look at number, I'm sorry, letter D, which
states, bakes, bank statements showing residency address. I'm not sure that that
would...necessarily... you know, prove residency within, within the State. I mean, I
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would imagine that you could go down to any local bank and, and open up a bank
account as long as you provided an address. So I'm not sure that that would be a... a
marker for residency. Letter E, again, similarly.. .1ife, home, auto, or health insurance
policy showing a residency address. I, I'm uncertain whether or not that would clearly
indicate whether or not an individual was a resident within the State. Letter F, again,
same thing, mortgage document. Letter G, again, also. I mean, if you were a
nonresident, you could potentially purchase an automobile and park it in your
garage ... doesn't necessarily indicate residency. So .. .I think it's a good start. There are
some items on here that I think ...were, were very good. For instance, letter B, current
employer verification, including paycheck stub or paycheck and check stub ...work ID or
badge. I think that's an excellent recommendation... from Mr. Joiner. As well as at least
three of the following, that's letter C, at least three of the following--gas, water, sewer,
electric, or refuse pickup, land-line phone, cable or satellite television bill in the name of
the homeowner showing residency. I think that's a... an excellent recommendation as
well from Mr. Joiner. The one question I had was on letter H where he talks, or where
the recommendation is that government documents issued by Federal, State, or local units
of government showing residency address. I'm, I'm uncertain as to like what type of
documents those might be. But I'm sure that. .. I'm sure Mr. Joiner has an explanation.
So I, I think all in all they're, there ... there are some good recommendations that could be
incorporated into what was submitted by... for, for consideration. Those would be the
only ones that I had a little bit of a concern on because it does say, number one, and,
and--I'm sorry, it does say it's Section 3.48.450.D.l--and at least three of the following.
So ... someone could choose those, the ones that I mentioned that were potentially
questionable to try to prove residency and possibly get away with...with it. I mean, I, I
just wanna make sure that if we go forward with something, that we're, we're tight in
terms of making sure that these people are residents ...within the County. And ...
. . . you've asked for my concerns, and those, those are my concerns with, with the items
submitted. I do wanna mention, though, that going back to the original bill, those items
which were good, such as ... the current employer verification could be incorporated into
the original bill--such as allowing for at least three of the following items, the gas, water.
Those types of bills could be incorporated. But my only concern was that we were
talking about changing that, on Section D, changing the second line to ... residency in the
County shall be evidenced by, but not limited to the following. And then, it lists those
items. There's, it doesn't allow for--in my opinion, and maybe Corporation Counsel
could expound on this--but flexibility for the ...not "the Department", but for the
individual to select, maybe, four of the .. .let's say you have ten, let's say we come up
with ten... four of the ten or maybe eight of the ten items listed. But there should be
some ability for an individual to ... who might not necessarily register to vote .
. . . You know, that might not be an item that you want to be a requirement. So .. .just
something to consider, I guess, as we go through, through this.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: The way it should be.
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MR. REGAN: Yeah, but-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ... (inaudible) . .. subsidized by the taxpayer.
MR. REGAN: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: .. .(laughter} ...
MR. REGAN: But there are people in this County that are residents that don't vote. I mean,
they're, they do ... they live here and-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: We know.
MR. REGAN: --they pay taxes, but you know ... for whatever reason, they choose not to vote.
So ...which is unfortunate. I mean, I... but ...
CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Mr. Regan, for your comments. And again, before I recognize
Ms. Tavares, I think the intent really is to provide as many . .. options for a homeowner to
qualify. In other words, we don't wanna discourage-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
CHAIR KANE: --homeowner exemption. We wanna encourage it, but it has to be legit. That's
the bottom line--legitimacy. And so if we can come up with 10, 12, 14 and then say you
have to come up with at least 3, 4, 5 of the 10, 12, 14 .. .I think we're doing a service to
the community by providing them with the flexibility to provide proof-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
CHAIR KANE: --of their, of their. .. homeowner. .. exemption... qualification. And I'm sorry,
Ms. Tavares ... Ms. Fujita Villarosa, and then I'll recognize you. Thank you for your
patience.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: In addition to the ... clarification that Keith mentioned and, and the
reason for the clarification, that was because we're changing the word "may" to "shall".
And the way that these items ... to show proof of residency is listed ...right now as it,
with, with the, with replacing "may" with "shall" would mean that somebody would have
to show all five of these items in order to receive the homeowner's exemption. So we
would need to consider, you know, something like, you know ... you know, four out of
the five or three out of five or, you know, whatever number you come up with, and then
maybe have ...have an option for them to select. The other, the other thing, there were a
couple other things that I wanted to mention after having looked at this a little further.
By changing that "intent to reside" to "residence" ...
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... I think that, in thinking back to our previous discussion when we were drafting this
bill, the intent to reside may have been to put in there to address new homeowners.
Because if you require everyone to ... occupy their home for more than 270 days ... a new
homeowner wouldn't be able to ... you know, they wouldn't be able to meet that
requirement. So we, you know, and not to say that "intent to reside" is the best language,
but I think that that language in there was probably put in there to address that, you know,
the, the ... situation of a new homeowner. Urn...there was one other thing I wanted to
mention--oh, I know. With regards to the penalty, I just wanted to clarify...this is going
back to Section 1 of the bill. That penalty section is actually part of a section which
requires a homeowner to report when they no longer qualify for homeowner exemption.
So it's a specific penalty. And it's, the penalty is for not reporting a change in your
status. So I just wanted to clarify that for, you know, when Council considers whether or
not to include such a... or include this amendment in this bill. I mean, it is a separate
type of penalty in addition to the .. .the rollback or the collection of back taxes that, that
Lance had mentioned.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Ms. Fujita Villarosa. Member Tavares, you're recognized.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ... Well, after what Traci just said .. .(sigh) . .. you know,
my comments really are irrelevant.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: ... (laughter) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh .. .I was gonna ask, first of all, where was this in the
Code that. .. Lance is referring to with the ...
CHAIR KANE: Plus four.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ... the one, plus four.
CHAIR KANE: 3.48.215 .. .I think is what was cited by Mister-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I think it's 415. I, I checked.
CHAIR KANE: Oh, okay. Mr. Okumura-MR. OKUMURA: Yes-CHAIR KANE: --if you can provide clarity to the request?
MR. OKUMURA: Yes, Mr. Chair. Yeah, that was the ...wrong... section. It's 415.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. 3.48.415.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. So that's not something that's-- 53 -
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MR. OKUMURA: I'm sorry, 430.
CHAIR KANE: 430.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Oh.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER T A V ARES: 430? So that's still in effect no matter what we do with this
part of the bilL So after what Traci has explained to us ...
. . . it's for the reporting part. If something changes and you're supposed to report it, this
is the penalty for if you forget or you don't do it. So I guess this is the part that we don't
necessarily want to hammer people too hard about. .. or maybe we do .
. . . But I, I had a problem with the "whichever is lesser" on the penalty. I thought it
should be "whichever is greater".
NOTE:

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ... You know, 'cause if you're .. .if, if the amount of taxes
on the property... you know, amount to 700 dollars more than they would have paid, then
of course I'm going to take the 200. It's lesser. So I, I don't know. I think it should go
the other way around, should be greater.
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Regan or Mr. Okumura? Any comments in this area, Members, it's on the
first page of the bill, Section 1, D.
And the second sentence, I believe, is
Member Tavares' comment. It ends with the-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes.
CHAIR KANE: --lesser, whichever is lesser. Mr. Okumura, comments? Or Mr. Regan, any
particular comments in this area... the origin of why "lesser" and why we would be
considering "greater" instead of "lesser"?
MR. OKUMURA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Okumura?
MR. OKUMURA: You're asking for comment on whether, if we were to change it to "greater"?
CHAIR KANE: Urn ...
. . . Member Tavares ... any clarity there?
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, you know, why is it saying "lesser"? Ifit, if it's meant
to be just like a slap on the wrist because they forgot to report a change ...that's ... you
know, that's one thing. But if it's .. .intended that. .. we're serious about, they, they need
to report their changes because if not they have been... enjoying an exemption to which
they were not entitled. So in any.. .in any case, you know, I think it should be, the
penalty should be higher... you know ... the higher of the two, not the lower of the two.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Mr. Okumura?
MR. OKUMURA: Mr. Chair, I'm sorry. I'm not aware of the original intent, which was
drafted... gee, I don't know when it, '60s.
NOTE:

Silence.

CHAIR KANE: ... Mr. Regan-MR. REGAN: Thank you-CHAIR KANE: --additional comments?
MR. REGAN: --Chair. I guess my, my comment really is just to kind of follow-up on, I guess,
Member Tavares' comments, which.. .1, I see the direction that you're heading. And
really, it depends on what message this body wants to send to those people who do not
report that they no longer should be taking advantage of the homeowner exemption. It's
really up to .. .it's a policy decision-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. REGAN: --that, you know, really depends on the message that you wanna send. You
know, if you wanna be tough on people that are going to ... you know, purposefully try to
take advantage of this and they don't live there, then... then it's greater, whichever is
greater. I mean, that would send a message saying that we are no longer going to ... this
is serious, if you ... you apply for a homeowner exemption and you no longer qualify for
that, these are the consequences, if you do not report it to us in a timely manner.
... It's a policy decision that. .. would be up to this body.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Ms. Tavares, additional?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you for that. If it's that, if that be the case, then I
would, you know, recommend us considering ...recommending us considering
.. . {laughter} . .. I would recommend that we use the, the word "greater" and not "lesser"
in this section.
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MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Ms. Fujita Villarosa, comments?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: I was just thinking that maybe--and I, and I don't know this for a
fact, but maybe the reason why "whichever is lesser" is put in there is because there
could be somebody who pays the minimum taxes ...which is less than 100 dollars. I
think it's 60 dollars.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: 60 dollars.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: So maybe that's why... the "lesser" was put in. I, I .. .I can't say
for certain, but-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: There is a, I was, I was just trying to think of a situation where
somebody would actually ...
. . . use the second half of that .. .(laughter) . .. sentence and go with the, you know, go
with the amount of taxes versus the actual, the dollar penalty. And I, that could be a
situation if somebody's-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: --paying minimum-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Well, perhaps another question is if these are .. .if there's a
dispute about this part ... do they have recourse with the Board of Appeals? ... (end of
tape, start 3A) ... Would the Board of Appeals have a...have the ability or the
jurisdiction to, to change it, the penalty?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: The Board of Review .. .is limited, limited to the provisions in the
Code. But they would look at the facts. So for instance, if. .. there was an allegation that
a homeowner no longer qualified for an exemption then, and the taxpayer wanted to
appeal that decision by the Director, then the Board would look at the facts--well, you
know, is this homeowner or is this property, you know, entitled to this exemption or not.
That sort of thing. But they wouldn't be able to alter, you know, if the Code says ... a
hundred dollars for the penalty, they can't change that amount.
NOTE:

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ... In your scenario, you know, somebody's who's paying
the minimum tax ...well, it's also according to Code, right?
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MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Right.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ... So in that case, could they say, okay, his minimum
tax .. .is "x"? I guess I can't go that far to, to figure out how this work with taxes being
the way they are. I, I can't quite ...put my arms around this ... (laughter) . .. part of
the ... trying to think of every situation that may come up. And, and none just rushes to
mind. So, I'm, I'm glad you brought that up about the minimum tax. I mean, there's also
people who are paying...but that's not the residents. Uh ...
· .. Yeah, I, I just ...
· .. I, I see it as ... that we should go with the "greater". And, you know, if it turns out
that this ...
· .. in unenforceable or it's unfair to certain groups, then, then amend it after that.
CHAIR KANE: Ms. Fujita Villarosa?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Another option is you could just eliminate the dollar penalty and
just state that the penalty would be the amount of taxes. And then... you know, if it's
somebody paying minimum tax, then their penalty is 60 bucks. And if it's somebody...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: . .. you know-CHAIR KANE: Plus four.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: --it would be the amount oftheir-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: .. .(laughter} ...
CHAIR KANE: Plus four.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: --amount of their taxes.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. Oh,just-MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: " . (inaudible) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --eliminate the dollar figure.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Right.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: And then eliminate the "whichever is less" so that it would be just
be a, that would be the penalty, there wouldn't be an option anymore.
CHAIR KANE: And, Member Tavares-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay.
CHAIR KANE: --they've already stated that they don't even look at that dollar amount-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, right.
CHAIR KANE: --because they're using the penalty-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Right.
CHAIR KANE: --plus-four anyway.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, I, 1-CHAIR KANE: This is not even utilized.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I think that's a good suggestion.
CHAIR KANE: So we could consider, Members, a deletion.
discussion on this matter.

But. .. 1'11 recognize more

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Member Tavares, you yield? Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah.
CHAIR KANE: Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, and my question is that when the individual is going for
the homeowner exemption and you get your billing, which is based, I guess, on the fact
that you're still entitled to it. Is there any kind of a... an affidavit or anything that you as
an individual when you go ...to actually go pay your tax, is there any assertion on there
on...the part of the individual who's actually getting the tax bill that stipulates I certify
or 1-UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Uh-huh.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
exemption?

--swear that I am entitled at this point in time to this

MR. REGAN: ... (inaudible) . ..
MR. OKUMURA: ... (inaudible) . ..
MR. REGAN: Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: Yeah, thank you. When, when a homeowner goes down to fill out the request to
be, to apply for a homeowner exemption, they sign an affidavit. They basically sign-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
MR. REGAN: --a form that states "that I certify that I live in this residence, this is my...my
residence" .
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, but what I'm asking is let's say it's three years down
the road. And when you receive your billing, is there any... stipulation or any, could
there be a section then placed on that form that. .. when you get your bill, you know, you,
you have to return the little stub along with it, is there any way that you could place that
on the form that says these are my taxes, you know, based on the fact that I am still duly
entitled to this particular... homeowner exemption?
MR. REGAN: Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: You'd have to create a form ...to have them recertify. I think that's what you're
talking about-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
MR. REGAN: --is to recertify periodically. And I think, in my opinion, recertification is a good
thing. We did that with the condos, which I believe Mr. Joiner talked a little bit
about--went through a recertification process which.. .I, I think... considering that these
homeowner exemptions are essentially lifetime-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
MR. REGAN: --there's no expiration on them, there should be periodic recertification for
homeowners just to keep the process in check. And, and that may be one way of doing
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it--is, is creating a form which is attached and is send out, sent out. Maybe it's ... every
two years, maybe every three. I mean, I don't know what's decided, but. .. I'm sure that
that could be ... changed.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And, and I, I think because it's difficult so many times for
people to always, there's so many things--the closings and maybe there's a death in the
family where the property actually was getting a homeowner's exemption and maybe the
kids inherited the property now, they might not be entitled to it. There's a lot of
circumstances where that could legitimately change and somebody might not be entitled
to it. So in, in my opinion it should be sent out every year because you're ... you know,
the way that we go, it could, you know, life changes from one year to the next and one
day to the next. So, that, Mr. Chair, would be one ... one area that I would look at. And
then ...
CHAIR KANE: And before you proceed-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Sure.
CHAIR KANE: --if it' s on another point, I have-UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Chair?
CHAIR KANE: --the Deputy Finance Director here, that he may be able to ... provide some
additi onal-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: That would be fine.
CHAIR KANE: --insight.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you very much.
CHAIR KANE: And I know that, I think based on some other property tax information that
we've received in other committee meetings, we have, what, over 20,000 residential
properties. And so you can imagine a yearly thing may be quite overwhelming for a... a
department or a division. So that's, obviously, something that we need to discuss and
make sure that we can implement something for a recertification process. So, Director or
Deputy, if you can, please identify yourself and please ... you have the floor.
MR. FUJITA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Wayne Fujita. I'm the Finance Deputy. Ijust. . .I wanted
to make a comment about the concern on verifying the residency status. This ... this past
year in the State Legislature, there was a... a bill that was passed on... on the Counties
and the State being able to share tax information.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Right.
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MR. FUJITA: And it was passed on July 12th. And I've been having some discussions with the
State Tax Department. And these discussions are continuing because there's a lot of
information that we can ...
. . . obtain from the State, and the State can also obtain from us that would help
to ... show who are residences [sic}, who have properties in timeshare, who has different
classes of... of rentals and... and that kind of thing. So this question on the
residency...just yesterday I had a phone call with the State Tax Deputy about the
possibility of files being generated where the State and the County of Maui would share
and exchange this information, who are filing as state, State income tax, the residents.
The State also has this access to tax information from the IRS and also tax information
from, from the various other states throughout the country through this thing that's called
the multi-state tax agreement. And once we have that kind of access, then it would help
to confirm who are the residences [sic}, what State are they filing as a resident. Well,
when we provide that information to the State or the State provides that information over
to us, that would create a file of things that are not matching. That file of individuals that
are not matching would be probably be a good idea for us to send some kind of inquiry
letters allowing the taxpayers to explain why is there a difference--it could have just
happened, it might be some temporary status. But it provides them an opportunity to
explain this. And I believe that's why the wording of this draft. . .it kind of allows
various ... things or forms of evidence that the taxpayer can show that, yep, I'm going to
school here, I'm working here, I have my driver's license, I pay my taxes here, I vote
here. Because the State has this group of laws, as well as the IRS, that determines what is
a "residence". And it's not a real clean thing that has specific numbers, but it's kind of
a... a judgmental decision that based on a number of factors. And the State Tax Director,
a lot of times, is the one that determines this, depending on the case. So in our intent to
share the tax information, there is a certain amount of reliance that we will be placing on
how the State makes its decisions on who is a residence [sic}. Because that's gonna be
the basis for the matching and all the exceptions coming out of this file. And that's why
this kind of wording is the way that it is--' cause City and County of Honolulu, they have
seen that also, that they wanna be consistent because State tax, Federal tax, and the
County taxes should have similar definitions for us to follow the same basis. Urn ... and I
think that information might help this Council to understand why we're seeking to
strengthen this law the way that it reads for defining who's a residence [sic} and how it
would be enforced. It needs some flexibility for the Director to have that judgment, it
needs some kind of, this kind of wording so that it follows the basic structure of the State
and the Federal definitions for a resident. And that's what we've tried to do in this case.
CHAIR KANE: Ms. Johnson, you have the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. And I appreciate, you know, and while that's on a
slightly different vein than I was asking, I would ask. .. because I know you're the one
that gets involved in the nuts and bolts of sending out or at least, you know, knowing how
difficult it is to send out these billings and what not, would it be ... a really difficult task,
let's say if you have a computer form that generates the tax bill in the first place and
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automatically every person that gets a homeowner exemption, there could be some kind
of a computer trigger that it automatically prints on that tax bill, you know, a little line
that says, you know, that they have to initial or sign that says I certify that I'm still
entitled to this, you know, some little box that they check? Is that going to be an
impossible task?
CHAIR KANE: Director?
MR. FUJITA: I don't believe that it would be an impossible task. In fact, we'll probably be
having those discussions with... the staff in Honolulu 'cause we do the billings jointly.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: ... Okay. 'Cause that, that would be one way, Mr. Chair,
that I would see that it's a, it's a... mind, memory ... {laughter} . .. jogger, you know, it's
something that oh, gosh, you know, I don't really qualify for this any more because I just
sold my place. So it might be one way where we could actually get the revenues a little
bit earlier and not wait--if it's not something that's extremely difficult. My second
question, and I don't know whether this would be you, Wayne, or to Keith, or to Lance.
But currently, where we have the properties that have been condominiumized and they're
assigned one TMK, how is that treated with regard to the homeowner exemption? Let's
say you've got one family that's living in the primary residence, and then in the cottage
you've got somebody who through condominium property regime .. .is maybe, they're
both entitled to that. How do you actually currently apply that? And I'm speaking more
specifically on the Ag land because I know it's rampant in the County where this is being
done.
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Okumura?
MR. OKUMURA: Mr. Chair.. .if you're referring to condominiumized properties, they're
assigned separate CPR numbers--one... CPR-I, -2, and -3. And they're assessed
individually. So if there's a home exemption that is applied to -2, it won't be affecting
the other. .
and -3 CPRs.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, but then how do you do the land valuation, you know,
based on some of the discussion that we've had earlier and where Mr. Joiner originally
brought this up because you've got people that, you know, maybe you're renting out the
'ohana and you've got some people in there and it's maybe not a condominium situation
but. .. you, you want the exemption, then, for the whole entire property...how do you,
how do you deal with that based on his concern and other members, or
other... constituents' concerns? And then, how do you square that with the way you're
applying it currently?
MR. OKUMURA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Okumura?
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MR. OKUMURA: If you have a cottage on your property, your home exemption will be applied
to the main dwelling, which the owner-occupant is, well, whichever one he claims he's
occupying, designates that he's occupying. And the land will be, if there's any ... excess,
it will be applied to 50 percent of the land.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. And that's where I remember, you know, even though
Mary Murphy is not living here anymore, she's in New Zealand right now ... she was one
of the people that raised this issue because she said, well, it's not really fair to me
because she said she's, let's say, doing farming on all of her entire parcel. So let's
assume that she is doing legitimate farming and then she has this, maybe, one small little
cottage that occupies a really tiny square foot area. Her complaint was that, well, gees,
you know, I've got. .. 75 to 80 percent of my property, and this little cottage rests on a
tiny little portion of that property. So if I'm farming it or if I'm doing my activity, why
shouldn't I get the benefit of that exemption for the property that I'm actually doing, you
know, my business on?
MR. OKUMURA: Mr. Chair? If I recall, it was to do with the Circuit Breaker application,
which you-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: That was it.
MR. OKUMURA: --was amended and now it does not matter, it will be a, the Circuit Breaker
calculation will be applied to the whole property, inclusive of the, all the buildings and
land.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. Thank you for reminding me. It was Circuit Breaker.
But let's just say, use the example in the tax situation. Let's say that the person, you
know, and, and I can think of two really good examples. There's somebody that's
condominiumized their property, they're using condominium property regime on the
taxes. And then all of sudden now, with what Mr. Joiner's saying ...very legitimately,
maybe they don't even rent out their little 'ohana, it's just like a granny cottage or
whenever family members come, they're not really renting it out. He, if I understand
what he was saying correctly, he was saying, well, you know, shouldn't I get the
homeowners' exemption on the whole property that I have and not just on the main
dwelling? And, you know, Mr. Chair, I think that's the sense of where he was going with
his comments--why shouldn't I get that if legitimately it is my primary residence and I'm
not doing anything with that secondary dwelling. So how would you .. .(laughter) . ..
and I mean, if you don't have an answer today, I can understand, but how would you
address that issue?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Okamura?
MR. OKUMURA: Mr. Chair... currently, we, like I said, we're doing 50 percent on the land.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
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MR. OKUMURA: You're getting 100 percent on the building that you're occupying and 50
percent of the land that the ... that is port ...portioned out towards your home exemption.
And currently, the exemption amount does not overflow, I mean, there's no excess-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
MR. OKUMURA: --so it'll be covered in your building and 50 percent of your land. We
haven't. .. not to my knowledge ... come across instances where the home exempt, the
homeowner was denied the full exemption because of this 50 percent of the land policy.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. And .. .I, I and, you know, I can't verify this so I
don't how, know how extensive it is, but some of the individuals that I've spoken
to ...where there's a close proximity between the main dwelling and their 'ohana, what
they're doing is they're putting in a breezeway or they're putting in some kind of a
covered area where it actually joins the property into one, but it's really two separate
living units. How are you addressing that?
MR. OKUMURA: Mr. Chair? Technically, if there is a kitchenette, a kitchen in that adjoining
property, adjoining building, we will classify it as a separate dwelling.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. So even though it's being joined by, let's say, this
breezeway or this, you know, type of covered area ...
MR. OKUMURA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: ... it's still gonna be treated as two separate dwellings.
MR. OKUMURA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Well, Mr. Chair, for me, anyway, this is one area that
I, I would like ...maybe a little bit more thought or maybe some more information given
because I can understand some of the issues that are being raised by individuals on the
homeowner exemption. But also I think that I, for one, would like to see how the
condominium property regime, you know, can be addressed also. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Members, the Chair is aware of the time. Uh ...the
Chair will...note that I think there's a few areas that we could consider some additional
work on. The Chair will not make a recommendation to pass this out of Committee
today. However, I think we have ...broached some areas--and I wanna thank Mr. Buck
Joiner .. .{laughter} . .. not "Mr. Buck", but "Mr. Buck Joiner" ... {laughter} . .. for
staying with us. And he has provided, I think, some good information for us to
consider. .. as far as incorporating into the existing proposal from the Director of Finance
and the Finance Department. The Chair's intention, Members, is to bring this back for
another round. And, again, the intention is we will try as ... for, Committee Staff and I
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will invite any of you to provide any of your additional comments or thoughts to the
Committee. And we will try to combine all those, that information and corne forward
with some additional recommendations to consider for a proposal to move forward
this... this .. .legislation that is being provided to us by the Department of Finance. Any
final comments? The Chair, again, recognizes the time. We'd like to finish up by 4:30.
Mr. Hokarna?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Chairman. And, and quickly, Page 2, letter E. Similar, I
would ask that you and the Committee consider that for the section under letter E .. .I,
I .. .I understand some of the comments from the Department earlier. But I would say I
would prefer to have the sentence read: the Directory may demand documentary
evidence of residence in the County from a property owner. "Intent to reside" means you
don't currently live there. So how can you apply for an exemption.. .is, is my argument.
And while I know there's a need to help our young people and our new homeowners, I
think we have enough creative ways whereby on the second year of their property tax, we
can make the appropriate adjustment and to give them the credit if they show they were
there 270 days prior on the preceding year. And so that's how I would ask the
Committee and you, Mr. Chairman... as one way to, to look at that. And that I would
find it more consistent in how we are structuring the language and dealing with residents
and not with intentions, again. So that would be my final comment. .. for you and the
Committee this afternoon. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Any final comments from the Members? Mr. Regan,
Mr. Okumura, any final comments before we defer this item? That is the intention.
Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: No, Chair.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Mr. Okumura?
MR. OKUMURA: No, Chair.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. And finally, Deputy Director... Mr. Fujita, any final comments?
Okay, thank you very much. Members, without objections, the Chair is asking for a
deferral of Item Number 37, Budget and Finance item.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: No objections.
CHAIR KANE: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER _ _ : .. .{inaudible} . ..
CHAIR KANE: Thank you very much.
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COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (excused: RC and MA)
ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

CHAIR KANE: Members, it is 4:25. We have completed the agenda for this afternoon. This
meeting is adjourned .. .(gavel) . ..
ADJOURN:

4:25 p.m.

APPROVED:

Transcribed by: Camille Sakamoto
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